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Three outlook meetings held with an atendance of 98. Agents cooperated 
with farm credit agencies in loaning $2491330.00 for production credit to farmers. In cooperation with the Soil Conservation Association, assistance 
was given in planning programs on 82 farms. Thirty farmers given 
assistance in the care and repair of farm machinery and equipment and advice and assistance given to farners in the purchasing of new equipment. 
Agricultural Engineering 
Agents cooperated with Soil Conservation Service in every way possible, 
gave out informational material on soil conservation and assisted with 
activities in county. Fa.rm building plans were furnished to farmers to build l3 farm buildings. Assistance given to farmers in repairing and remodeling 9 farm buildings. One tractor maintenance and repair school 
held in county with atendance of 30 farmers. 
Agronoiw 
Three fertilizer and outlook meetings held with·an atendance of 98. One field crop tour held with an atendance of nine0 One hybrid corn and fertilizer production tour held with atendance of twenty-two. Seventeen 
farmers completed 5-acre coton demonstrations, producing an average of 804.3 lbs. of lint coton per acre. One farmer conducted three hybrid corn demonstrations, using three different hybrids, Dixie l.71 Woods' Yelow, and N. c. 27, and produced an average of 64.9 bushels of corn per acre by folowing improved practices and using good seed, as compared to the 1948 
county average of 23 bushels per acre0 Three farmers completed four corn production fertilizer demonstrations, showing an average of 58.9 bu. per acre 
yield on these demonstrations. One wheat production demonstration completed. One blue lupine for seed.production and one crotalaria for seed production 
demonstrations completedJ also one Sweet Lupine grazing demonstration completed. Two peanut production demonstrations were completed showing an average yield of.33 tons per acre. Farmers were assisted in purchasing 750 bushels of soy­
bean and velvet bean seed, 700 lbs. of crotalaria seed and 75 tons of Blue 
Lupine seed for soil building purposes. Three permanent pasture result demonstrations were completed. 
Hampton County 
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Placed three purebred boars., 1 purebred gilt., sixteen purebred beef buls 
and twenty-one purebred and grade cows in the county in 1948. Three 
beef herd management demonstrations continued. Seven Irish Pot. Feeding Dems. 
conducted. Dairying 
One .Ll dairy operating in county., one new one bui1 t and equipped 
and one completed. 
Entomology-and Plant Pathology: 
Observance made and publicity given bol weevil infestation control. Advice 
and publicity given on al common plant diseases and insect control. Three 
demonstrations on fence post preservation carried through. 
Forestrz: 
One Fa.rm oodland Management demonstration carried through., w:i. th nine 
farmers. having woodla.11d examination and selective cuting demonstrations. 128.,ooo pine seedlings planted in the county in 1948 along with 11000 cork oak a.corns. One tree planting dt!llonstration was conducted., atended 
by 24 individuals. One Tree Farm Certificated awarded to farmer in 
county in 1948. One forestry tour held, atended by eleven farmers. 
Four-H Club Work 
Ten community clubs organized with an enrolment of 202., ll of which 
completed l2 demonstrations producing farm products valued at $81277.15 and realizing a profit of $.3 780. 78. A l.i-H Raly day was held with 229 l.i-H members atending. Two 'H Officer-Leader Trainins schools were held 
with an atendance of 225 l.i-H officers and leaders. The Hampton County 
l.i-H Council held three meetings w.i.th an atendance of .31. The Adult l.i-H Council was organized and held tvro meetings during the year., atended by 26. This Council has a membership of 19• Two Recreational Institutes 
were held., one in the spring and one in the fal, atended by 250 l.i-H'ers 
and leaderso Two connnuni ty clubs held social meetings during the Christmas 
Season. Sixty atended these gatherings0 Two boys exhibited beef calves at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Show. 
Hampton County 
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One electric hotbed demonstration in the production of sweet potato plants 
was conducted, two sweet potato production deI!lOnstrations completed• One 
home orchard demonstration carried through. Three pruning., two spra;ring 
and one peach tree borer and disease control demonstration conducted. Four watermelon production demonstrations completed showing production 
of .53 cars per acre. An educational. exhibit of watermelons displa;y-ed 
at the Watermelon Festival. in the county in 1948. 
Marketing 
A special effort was made to assist in the improvement in the grading and handling of truck crops and the marketing of these crops during the year. Four demonstrators are carrying out proper curing and storage methods 
for sweet potatoes in 1948. Appro:ximately 10.,000 bushels of sweet 
potatoes in storage in the county this year. Farmers aided in the 
marketing of surplus farm products to the value of $1,003, 705.oo am. 
in purchasing supplies to the value of $12,266.77. 
Poultry 
Material on poultry raising and construction of equipment given out during 
the year. Two production demonstrations w.ith turkeys completed. 
Visual Instruction 
Educational motion pictures were given at 18 meetings to 358 people. 
Charts and maps were used at three farmers meetings., atended by 98 farm 
people0 Educational. booth on watermelons on emibit at Watermelon Festival. Exhibit viewed by estimated 5.,ooo farm men, women and 4-H 
members0 
Publicitl 
A total of 629 individual leters., 24 circular leters prepared with 9.,205 copies mailed., 72 press articles published., 1.,502 buletins 
distributed, 4 radio talks made, and 4 farm tours held with an atendance of 94 farmers0 
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I. County I Community and Neighborhood Organization of Volunteer Fa.rm 
and Home Leaders 
1. County Agricultural Conmti.tee 
a. This commitee was selected at a county-wide Program Planning meeting in Hampton by vote. The executive or central connnitee was elected by the shole commitee. 
b. List of Members of Countl A~ricultural Commitee 
J. c. Dowling, Chairman Brunson, s. c. Mrs. Gary Harrison Brunson, s. c. L. s. Long Brunson, s . c. Mrs. R. E. Plats Fairfax, s. c. Mrs. C. s. Plats Brunson, s. c, c. s. Plats I J. v. Youmans Hampton, s. c. L.B. Rivers " G. T. Padget • Mrs. L.B. Rivers . T. H. Caldwel n Mrs. H.B. Parker Crocketvile, s. c. Mrs. F. M. Tuten Varnvile, S. c. Linwood Frampton n Mrs. T. H. Peeples Early Branch, s. c. N. H. Mixson n w. R. Shuman Varnvile, s. c. w. H. Shuman Early Branch, s. c. 
l. D. Fits Gifford, s. c. Mrs. W. D. Fits n T. w. Crapse Estil, So C. A. Wo Goethe a R. E. Wiliams n Mrs. J.E. McKenzie Garnet, s. c . o. F. Brunson Gifford, s. c. C. E. Youmans Hampton, s. c, K. G. McKenzie Estil, s. c. Mrs. T. J. Ayer Furman, s. c. J. K. Maner Garnet, s. c. c. I. Jones ti J. o. Pc:!.terson n 
M. P. Tuten Furman., s. c. Mrs. J. o. Paterson Garnet, s. C0 Mrs. s. s. Henson Furman., s. c. s. W. Tuten Estil., s. c. Mrs. H. T. Smith n D. E. Sinclair Varnvile, s. c. Mrs. P.R. Terey n Joe P. Miley Brunson., s. c. L. E. Mole a George Goethe Estil, s. C. 
Hampton County 
Executive Conmri.tee 
M. Po Tuten A. w. Goethe 
Mrs. Louise Barnes 
Nutrition Commitee 
Miss Annie N. Rogers 
Je c • .Anthony J. A. Kinard H. Q. Foster J. K. Barnes Mrs. Iva T. Mace Mrs. DeMaris Sauls Mrs. Jessie McMilan 
Vf. H. Miley Mrs. Bessie DeLoach 
Mrs. Joan Hatcher Mrs. Mae Parker 
Farm Labor Commi. tee 
Cecil Brunson L. E. Mole R. c. Detoach, Jr. 
J. w. DeLoach John E. McKenzie 
Marketing Commitee 
1. Livestock 
J. c. Dowling 
J. v. Youmans A. w. Goethe 
Co L. Baxter Hubert Barnes 
2. Club Markets: 
a. Estil 
Mrs. Vincent Wyman Mrs. F. M. Hagood Mrs. w. B. Trowel Mrs. c. L. Baxter Mrs. c. E. Davis 
ba Hampton 
Mrs. Loyd Rivers 
Mrs. John Hiers., Jr. Mrs. C. s. Plats 
Mrs. w. D. Fits Mrs. Joe P. Miley 
Furman, s. c. Estil, s. c. 
Varnvile, s. c. 
Hampton, s. c. Hampton, s. c. n 
n 
n 
" n 
n 
n 
n . 
n 
Gifford, s. c. 
Brunson, s. c. Pineland, s. c. Varnvile, s. c. Garnet., s. c. 
Brunson, s. c. 
Hampton, s. c. Estil, s. c. Garnet, s. c. Estil., s. c. 
Lena, s. C0 n 
n 
Garnet, s. c. n 
Hampton, s. c. n 
Brunson., s. Co n 
n 
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County Representatives to State Agricultural Commitee 
M. P. Tuten., Chairman Furman, s. c. A. w. Goethe, V-Chairman Estil, s. c. Mrs. Louise Barnes Varnvile., s. c. 
Adult 4-H Advisory Council 
Mrs. Louise Barnes W. H. Miley Mrs. w. c. Patrick V. M. Epting 
W. N. Lightsey George Goethe Verner Youmans M. T. Laffite Mrs. Naomi Gohagan Mrs. Elise Elis Dr. Baker c. E. Davis E. H. Boland Hon. George Warren, Senator Hon. J. M. Tuten., Rep. Miss Izora Miley J. c. Dogget Mrs. W. N. Lightsey Revo J. K. Jolmston 
u. s. D. A. Council 
L. s. Long H. Q. Foster s. A. Wolfe Annie N. Rogers 
J. c. Anthony J. A. Kinard Mrs. Verna T. Smith 
J. K. Barnes w. T. McMeeki.n 
Varnvile, s. c. Hampton., s. c. 
Furman., s. c. Estil, s. c. Crocketvile, s. c. Estil, s. C0 Hampton., s. c. Estil, S. c. 
Furman., s. c. Hampton., s. c. Yemassee, s. c. Garnet, s. c. Hampton, s. c. Hampton, s. c. Estil., S. c. Hampton, s. c. Brunson., s. c. Varnvile., s. c. Estil, So C. 
Brunson, s. c, Hampton., s. c. 
I 
n 
n· 
n 
n 
n 
n 
Coton Insect Control Advisory Council 
L. s. Long Brunson, s. c. H. Q. Foster Hampton, s. c. 
J. K. Barnes n s. A. Wolfe n Annie N. Rogers n J. c • .Anthony n Mrs. Verna T. Smith n 
J. Herman Lightsey Brunson, s. c. 
J. F. Wyman Estil, s. c. G. F. Bowers, Jr. II M. E. Ward n w. J. Sauls Hampton, Seo C. 
----
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The county agricultural commitee discusses the needs of the county, suggests demonstrations and demonstrators for various communities, criticizes the Extension Program of Work and suggests-improvements or approve the county 
program as worked out by the district agents, specialists and county agents and assist the agents with al emergency work. 
Community Agricultural Commitees and Neighborhood Leaders 
a. Nam.es of organized commu.nities, and under each comnmnity the names of neighborhoods organized for the conduct of the agricultural program. 
Yemassee Community 
a. Yemassee Neighborhood b. McPhersonvile n c. Davidson n (Part) 
Early Branch Community 
a. Davison Neighborhood (Part) b. Mt. Olive n c. Early Branch n 
Cummings Community 
Early Branch Neighborhood Cummings 11 Camp Branch n Mt. Olive n 
Varnvile Comm.unity 
n 
n 
(Part) n 
n 
n 
a. Camp Branch Neighborhood (Part) b. Hugging Oak " c. Cummings n d. Tobys' n e. Varnvile I f. Red Hil n 
g. Hampton n 
h. Crocketvile n 
i. Miley n 
Hickory Grove Connnuni ty 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Miley Neighborhood Hickory Grove n Brunson n 
Crocketvile Community 
(Part) n 
n 
a. Hickory Grove Neighborhood 
b. Brunson n 
c. Miley n d. Crocketvile n e. Hampton I 
n 
n 
I 
" n 
I 
(Part) n 
n 
n 
n 
Hampton County 
Brunson Community 
a. Brunson Neighborhood (Part) 
Hampton Community 
a. Hampton Neighborhood (Part) b. Crocketvile I n c. Brunson 
d. Luray 
Gifford Connnunity 
n 
I 
a. Gifford Neighborhood 
n 
n 
b. Hampton 11 (Part) 
Luray Conununity 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Nixvile 
Lena Estil Luray 
Neighborhood 
II 
(Part) 
I 
I 
Estil Community 
I 
n 
If 
a. Estil Neighborhood (Part) b. Luray I I 
c. Lena " It d. Scotia n It 
e. Shirley " n 
Garnet Community 
a. Shirley Neighborhood (Part) b. Garnet 11 11 
c. Scotia 11 11 
d. Furman n 11 
Scotia Community 
a. Shirley Neighborhood (Part) b. Scotia n n 
c. Garnet n n 
Furman Community 
a. Furman Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Lena 11 11 
c. Scotia I n 
Page 8 ----
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Nixvile Community 
a. Furman Neighborhood (Part) 
b. Red Hil " If 
C• Nixvile If I 
Red Hil Community 
a. Nixvile Neighborhood (Part) 
b • Red Hil I I 
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PROJECT ACTIVITIF,S AND RESULTS 
AGRICULTURAL ECON011£ICS 
Outlook meetingst Two county outlook meetings were held with an atendance 
of 85. These were folowed with one coIDl1uni ty meeting with an atendance 
of 13, mald.ng a total of three outlook meetings held with an atendance of 98. 
Our farmers depend on these meetings for information on G'overnment needs, 
and for outlook on consumption, surpluses, trends and markets. 
Cooperation With farm credit agencies: The farmers Home Administration and 
the Production Credit Association operated in this county in 19480 
The county agents were in close touch with al of these credit agencies and 
were caled upon to advise with many farmers seelci.ng loans. 
Below is a complete list of the agencies with amounts loaned for the 1948 
crop production. 
Summary Loans Made By Production Credit Agencies 
Agency No. Farmers 
Farmers Home Administration 98 
Production Credit Association 103 
TOTAL 201 
Amount 
$22,015.00 
$227,255000 
$249,330.00 
Farm plan.Tling demonstrationst Assistance was given the Soil Conservation 
Association in planning programs on 82 farms, consisting of 30,002 acres. 
This makes a total of 330 farm plans in the county. 
Care and repair of machinery and equipment: Thirty farmers were given 
assistance in the care and repair of farm machinery and equipment during the year, and advice and assistance given to farmers in purchasing new 
equipmento 
Hampton County 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
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Abricultural engineering work during the year included soil conservation, 
farm buildings and rural electrification. 
Many new tractors, cultivators and much harvestine machinery was purchased by fariners this year and their crops were adjusted and adapted for machinery 
type farming. 
The :large planters of coton, peanuts and other crops acquired more 
machinery and increased acreages of coton but reduced peanuts and increased 
their livestock and hay production. Sma).ler planters used more machinery 
in place of the lost labor. These farmers increased their coton acreage which resulted in an increased acreage over 1947 in the county. 
The returned war veterans and un-employed labor from war industries aided materialy in the labor problem this yearo 
Soil Conservation 
Soil conservation work for the year was in cooperation 'With the Hampton Soil 
Conservation District, which includes Hampton County. 
District Farm Plans: During the year 82 district farm plans have been 
prepared by the Soil Conservation Service Techniciens workLng in the county. 
This brings to a total 330 farm plans in the county. 
SUJ!lTJ.ary of Soil Conservation Work: Tbe table on the folowing page gives a 
summa!'IJ of the soil conservation work done in Hampton County during 1947 
and to date. 
Hampton County 
Sunnna.ry Of Extension Educational Activities In Connection With Soil 
Conservation Districts 
1. No. farms on which county agents assisted with soil conservation 
.farm planning 
2. Informational material on soil conservation 
a. No. informational news articles 
b. No. buletins (soil conservation) distributed 
c. No. radio programs. (soil conservation) 
3. Soil Conservation programs with 4-H clubs 
4. No. contestants 4-H soil conservation contest 
5, No. demonstrations to establish farm drainage 
a. No acres drained 
6. No. demonstrations establish cover of summer or winter annuals 
or perennials for soil conservation (maintained) 
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4 
6 
275 
2 
10 
2 
3 
650 
1 
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Farm Buildings 
Farm building plansr Farm building plans were .furnished farmers for the 
construction of the folol'i.ng farm buildings. 
Summary Farm Building Plans Furnished FarIJErs 
Building 
General Purpose Barns 
Dairy Barns 
Milking Barns 
Hog self feeders 
Hog Houses 
Farm Houses 
Electric Hotbeds 
TOTAL 
Nwi:>er 
2 
2 
1 
2 
3 2 
1 
13 
Care and repair of farm buildings: Assistance was given farmers in 
repairing and remodeling 9 farm buildings, either tc beter serve the 
purpose they were being used for, or tc make them suitable for other 
purposes. (Joint with hone agent). 
Rural Electrification 
Rural electrification is about completed on the extension of 130 miles 
added to our system and mald.ng a total of almost 300 miles that serves 
about 750 families. This includes R. E. Ao and connnerciaJ. lines serving rural families0 
Farm Machi.neg 
One tractor maintenance and repair school was held in the county with 
30 farmers atending. Farmers seem to enjoy these tractor maintenance 
schools and receive a lot of benefit from them. A large per cent of those 
atending were tractor operators employed to handle the machinery on the 
farms. 
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AGRONOMY 
Agrononor work in 1948 consisted of demonstrations and educationaJ. lr)rk with the major agrononor projects. Sunnnaries and results o! demonstrations conducted are given below: 
Miscelaneous Activities 
Outlook and Fertilizer Meetings: Three meetings were held on fertilizers in 1948. These three meetings were outlook and fertilizer meetings held jointly. SpeciaJ.ists !rom the State Extension Office and the county agent gave information on the various crops with reference to outlook, production, fertilization, harvesting and marketing0 Charts and statistics were used in conveying this information to the 98 !armers atending0 
Field Crop Tours: On the 30th of July, a tour was planned for the agriculturaJ. class of veterans with their local instructor. They were shown the result demonstrations of watermelon breeding to control Anthracnose and Wilt that is being done at the Charleston Experiment Station. Seed for these demonstrations is furnished us each year to plant for comparison with our connnercial crop. They were also shown our hybrid, and corn production demonstrations and 5-acre coton demonstrations where best insect control methods were practices. 
Corn - Hybrid and Fertilizer Production Tour: On .August 4, the county agent mt the Extension Agronomists, publiciv agents, District Agents, and fertilizer representatives and farmers, who were making a State Tour 
studying the corn demonstrations, as they came into the county and conducted them to the fann of Mr0 L. c. Plats who had three hybrid 
and a popular prolific acre tests in one field0 
He also had fertilizer and pr oducti.on tests in cooperation with the 
Extension Agronomist. 
Nine farmers atended the field crop tour and twent;r-two the tour to the hybrid and fertilizer production demonstrations-with corn0 
Coton 
Five-acre coton improvement demonstrations: Seventeen Hampton County farmers of the twenty-nine enroled completed their five-acre coton improvement contest demonstrations in 1948, and submited records. summary of these demonstrations folows: 
Summary Results Five-Acre Coton Improvement Demonstrations 
Name Lbs. Seed Coton 
Robert W. L. Ginn 9,342 Dan Rouse 12,437 G. F. Bowers, Jr. 12.,397 Det Bowers 13.,880 J. H. Lightsey 15.,402 C • .A. Laffite 12.,297 R. E. Wilia.ms 14.,790 
.l. M. Marshal.l 8.,593 B. F. Rouse 9,142 L.A. Rouse 11.,752 
Isiah Wilimns 8.,925 .Abraham Fields 13,780 Walter Fields 8,921 Johnny Jenkins 10,973 G. E. Cone, Jr. 8,165 Corrin Bowers 11.,734 D. w. Baten 7,499 
AVERAGE YIELD LINT PER ACRE -·Bo4.3 AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE -$300.50 
Lbs. Value Lint Crop 
3,363 $1,255.53 4,436 1,659.55 4,462 1,665.89 4,996 1,881.89 5,544 2.,o69.82 4.,426 1.,652.4.5 5.,324 1,987.58 3,093 1.,1.54.76 3,291 1,228.65 4.,230 1,579.26 3,217 1,200.68 4,960 1,851.80 3,211 1.,198.82 3,950 1,474.69 2,939 1,096.96 4,224 1,516.98 2,699 1,007.68 
COUNTY AVERAGE VALUE PER ACRE 1948 FRICF.s -$104000 AVERAGE PER CENT LINT --36% 
Cost Net Lint Per Prod. Profit Cost Cent Per Lb. Lint 
$390.52 $865.0l 11.6¢ 36 586.74 1,012.81 13.2¢ 36 495.32 1.,110.,7 11.1¢ 36 ,11.96 1.,369.93 10.2¢ 36 690. 73 1,379.09 12.4¢ 36 471.66 1,180.79 10.6¢ 36 810 • .30 1,177.28 15.2¢ 36 531.54 623.22 17.2¢ 36 481.50 747~15 14.6¢ .36 653.31 925.95 15.4¢ 36 430.67 770.01 13.4¢ 36 101.60 1,144.20 14.3¢ 36 468.33 730.49 14.6¢ 36 508.56 966.13 12.9¢ 36 459.69 637.27 15.6¢ 36 61.5.42 961 • .56 14.6¢ 36 405.57 602.u 1,.0¢ 36 
COUNTY AVERAGE 1938 -1948 - 278 
AVERAGE COST PER POUND --13.5¢ 
A 
Varietz 
Cokers1 100 W Cokers 1 100 W Cokerst 100 W Coke rs 1 100 W Cokers r 100 W Cokers t 100 W Cokers t 100 W Cokers1 100 W Cokers t 100 W Cokers • 100 W Cokers r 100 W Cokers 1 100 W Cokers 1 100 W Cokers 1 100 W Cokers1 100 W Cokers 1 100 W Cokers1 100 W 
= ~ 8' :l 
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Summary coton contest demonstration records, 1935 -1948: Folowing is a yearly sunnnaey-of tre results of the !ive.ac.re coton contest 
demonstrations in Hampton County for the period 1935 -1948: 
Year 
1935 1936. 
1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 19-43 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
SUDm1ary Results of Coton Contest Demonstrations 
1935 -1948 
No. lbs. Lint Value Cost Dems. Per .lcre Per Acre Per Acre 
7 552 $75.25 $28.29 10 566 83~85 29.58 l4 150 15.oo 27.50 l 855 100.13 39.68 
9 767 90.83 36.48 
JJ 765 98.76 31.49 12 753 173.27 35.46 JJ 782 2J.,.5;09 52.81 9 832· 2bo,7S 62013 9 . 913.9 238.oS 80.91 12 716.4 189043 68.oo 12 750· 286.31 76.17 12 727~9 232.92: 87.58 17 804.3 300050 108.46 
Profit Per Acre 
$46.98 54~27 47.50 6oo45 54.35 58.26 137~81 192~28 138.57 157.14 121.43 210.01 145.34 192.04 
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Corn Production 
The county's long.time corn program with objective in view to·increase the 
grain production and at the same time reduce production costs., thereby 
making the crop more prof'i table. 
Our method of carrying this out is to induce farmers to use beter cultural 
practices and more fertilizer to obtain increased yields. We recommend 
reducing the planted acreage c11d doubling the yields. 
The agricultural commitee adopted this as a long-time program at Jey" 
suggestion about ten years ago and since that time the planted acreage has 
been reduced about 30 per cent and the total county production has increased. 
We stil have farm to go with this program but have a good start0 OUr per acre average has increased from 12 or 13 bu. to 24 or 25., but that is on.1.y 
barely breaking even., and the yield can be raised to 35 or 40 bushels. 
Our aim is to bring the county average per acre yield to 35 bushels or more., 
then farmers wil begin to make profits on their corn crop and more profit 
on their livestock. 
Corn Production Demonstrations (Hybrid): One farmer conducted three 
demonstrations with three different kinds of )zy"brid corn., showing the value 
of good seed., proper spacing and proper cultivation • .A. summary of these 
records folows: 
Summary Hybrid Com Production Demonstrations 
Name Hybrid Used Acres Yield Bu. Per Cost Cost Value 
Bu. Acre Production Per Crop 
Bu0 
' Profit 
L. c. Plats Dixie 17 1 8008 Bo.a $23 •. 45 29¢ $162•00$138055 
L. c. Plats Woods I Yelow 1 52 52 23.45 45¢ 104.oo $80.55 
L. c. Plats N. c. 27 1 61.a 61.a 23.45 38¢ 123.60 $100.15 
TOT.AIS 3 194.6 Ave0 Bu. Per~ 64.9 
.Average Prod. Bu. per .A. - 64.9 County Ave. bu. per • --23 Average Value per A. @ $2000 per bu. ~ $129060 County Ave. value per A0- $46.00 Average cost per bu. - 37.3¢ 
It is seen that this fa.rm.er produced an ave age of 64.9 bushels of corn per acre, 
by folowing improved practices and using gqod seed., as compared to the 1948 
county a:verage of 23 bushels per acre for the county. 
Corn Fertilizer Production Demonstrations: Three far:ioors conducted and completed four demonstrations as folows: 
Summary Corn Production {Fertilizer~ Demonstrations 
Name Variety Acres 
L. c. Plats Woods Yelow 1 Hybrid 
Woods: Yelow J. H. Cone Hybrid 2 
c. G. Plats Woods Yelow 6 Izy"brid 
L. c. Platm Woods Yelow Hybrid 1 
TOT.AIS 10 
.Average yield in bu. per A. - 58.95 
.Average cost prod . per bu. - 5105¢ 
Fert. Used Yield Bu0 Cost Per Acre Per A0 Prod. 
257 lbs-. 4-10.6 58 $36.85 6oo lbs. Cal Nitro 
400 lbs-,. 5-10.5 400 lbs. Soda 50 $51.40 
400 lbs. 5-10..5 72 $160.05 400 lbs. Nitrate of Soda 
300 lbs. 4-10.4 55.8 $30.15 400 lbs. CaJ. Nitro 
Ave • 58.95 
Average vaJ.ue per A.@ $2.00 per bu.-.4117090 
. . 
Cost Per Bu. 
§.3.5¢ 
51.4¢ 
37.04¢ 
54.04¢ 
Value Crop Profit 
$116.00 $79.15 
$200.00 $148.60 
$864.oo $103.95 
$ll.6o $81.45 
i S' i::s 
Cl 0 ! 
l (1) 
Hampton County 
Smal Grain 
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Wheat productions One demonstration in wheat production was completed in 1948. A. summary of this demonstration folows: 
Name 
Summary of 'Wheat Demonstration 
Variety Acres Yield 
Bu., 
Bu. Per A.ere 
Cost  Cost Per Bu., 
Value Pro.fit 
W. D. Fits Red Heart 5 90 18 $84.oo 93¢ $180000 $96.oo 
AVERAGm> Per Acre 18 
Legumes For Seed 
Blue Lupine .for seed production: One demonstration in the production o! blue lupine .for seed was completed in 1948. A summary .folows: 
SUilll.arY' Blue Lupine For Seed Production 
Name Acres Pounds Seed Pounds Per Acre 
Cecil Bruns on 5 7,500 1,500 
Crotalaria for seed production: One demonstration in the production o.f crotalaria for seed was completed. A summary folows: 
Summary Crotalaria For Seed Production 
Name Acres Pounds Seed Pounds Per Acre 
C. G. Plats 10 1,500 150 
Grazing Crops: One demonstration using Sweet Lupine for grazing was conducted in Hampton county in 1948 as folows: 
Na.me 
Cecil Brunson 
Swmnary Sweet Lupine Grazing Demonstration 
Acres 
4 
No. Animal Units Grazed 
4 
Total Days Grazed 
150 
Cost 
• 
Hampton County 
Peanut Demonstrations 
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Peanut production demonstrations: Two peanut production demonstrations 
were conducted in 1948, a summary of which folows: 
Summary Peanut Production Demonstrations 
Name No. Yield Cost Value 
Acres Tons Productio Crop Profit 
Joe P. Miley 4 2 4/5 $197.20 $516.00 $318~80 J. V. Youmans 56 17 3,327.80 4,075.58 747.78 
TOTALS 60 ·19 4/5 $3,525;00 $4,591.58 $1,o66;58 AVERAGES Per Acre 033 58.15 76.52 17.77 
Soil building crops: Work with soil building crops consisted of a 
campaign for summer and winter legumes. As a result of this campaign, the 
county agents aided 36 farmers in purchasing the folowing listed legume seeds: 
Soybeans and velvet beans ••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Oro taJ.aria •.•...•••..••••••.•.•••...••.• 
Blue Lupine .................... 750 bushels 700 lbs0 75 tons 
Permanent Pasture Demonstrations 
Permanent Pastures: The campaign for the establishment and improvement of 
permanent pastures in Hampton County was continued during 19480 As a result 
o:f this work, farmers, particularly those with livestock, are becoming more 
and more interested in pasture improvement. 
Three result demonstrations were conducted, a summary of which folows: 
Summary Permanent Pasture Demonstrations 
Name Acres Year Fertilizer No. Grasses Date Date 
Sorted Used Animal Seeded Grazing Grazing 
Units Began Ended 
Grazed 
Lo A •. &B. F. Rouse 3 1947 4-10..6 7½ Kobe: Lespedez:a Super Fescuo 3/20/48 12/1/48 Phosphate (Alta) 
K. G. McKenzie 10 1947 5-10..5 25 Dalas Grass 
Kobe Lespedeza 
Fescue 4/20/48 11/15/48 
J. V. Youmans 1940 None 7½ None in 1948 3/20/48 l/15/48 
Hampton County 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
Animal husbandry extension work in Hampton County in 1948 consisted of 
educational demonstration work vr.i. th swine and beef catle0 
For the first six months of this year prices were strong, then prices 
slumped sharply, especialy on hogs during the second half. 
Purebred and high grade breeding stock: There is a strong trend for beter 
breeding stock, both catle and hogs, in the county. Improved pastures 
and foraging crops make it possible for increasing the livestock population 
and our farmers· are doing their best to increase the quality as they grow 
in the business. 
SW:i.ne 
With the assistance of the extension agents, the folow.i.ng stock was 
purchased for breeding purposes in the county this year0 
Purebred sires: Three purebred boars were placed with farmers in 1948. 
The county agent assisted these farmers in selecting these boars as to type 
and quality. A record of these placings is given as folows: 
Name 
C~de Brooks 
L. E. Mole 
G. E. Crosby 
TOTAL PLACED 
Record of Purebred Boars Placed in 1948 
No. Boars 
l 
1 
1 
3 
Breed 
Hampshire 
Duroc 
Duroc 
Age 
8 Mos. 4 Mos. 5 Mos. 
Cost 
$50.00 35.oo 35.oo 
Folowing is given a record of the placings of purebred boars by years in the 
county since 1938. 
Sunnnary Placings of Purebred Boars -1938 -1948 
Year 
1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
Total placed in 11 years 
Nwnber Placed 
9 6 
9 4 6 
3 2 
2 4 6 
3 
54 
Purebred gilts: County in 1948. 
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One purebred gilt was placed with a farmer in Hampton 
A summary of tbi~ placing is as folows: 
Summary Purebred Gilt Placed in 1948 
Name No. Gilts Breed Age Cost 
Frank C amington l Hereford 9 Mos. $65.oo 
TOTAL PIACED l $65.oo 
Beef Cattle 
Beef catle work for 1948 consisted of placing purebred sires and purebred and grade cows and beef catle manageroont demonstrations. 
Purebred sires placed: The county agents assisted nine farmers with 
purchasing sixteen purebred beef buls for improving their herds. We 
have good buls now in every neighborhood available for use for any farmer who wants their service. 
Summary Beef Buls Placed in 1948 (Purebred) 
Name 
s. w. Tuten 
L. J. Wiliams 
L. J. Wiliams L. J. Wili ams 
King Maner Oswald Lightsey 
Norris Id.ghtsey J. H. Lightsey Harrison Peeples 
J. M. Bostick 
D. Tucker 
TOTALS 
No. Buls 
Placed 
1 
2 
l 
l 
l 5 l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
16 
Breed Age 
Angus 2 yrs. Angus 2 yrs~ Hereford 3 yrs. Brahma 4 yrs. Hereford 5 yrs. Hereford 3 yrs.· Hereford 21 . zyrs. Hereford 3 yrs.· 
Hereford 2½ yrs. Hereford 2 yrs. Hereford 3 yrs. 
Price 
$185.oo 350.00 500~00 500.00 250.00 1,500.00 250;00 450.00 350.00 125.oo 275.oo 
$4,735.oo 
Folowing is given a record of the placings of purebred beef buls by years in the county since 1939. 
Summary Placings of Purebred Bee! Buls -1939-1948 Year Hare.fords Poled Herefords Angus Brahma Total Placed Placed 
1939 9 9 1940 5 l 2 8 1941 5 1 6 1942 5 5 1943 4 4 1944 4 4 1945 5 5 1946 l5 2 1 13 1947 10 1948 l I,' 3 1 1i TOTAL 74 2 7 2 85 
Hampton County 
A total of 85 purebred beef buls have been placed in the county in the 
past ten years. 
Purebred and grade cows placed: Twenty-two purebred and grade cows·and 
heifers were placed with two farmers in the county during the year. A 
summary of these placings folows: 
SUim11ary Purebred and Grade Cows Placed 
Name No. Placed J.ge Price 
Harrison Peeples 15 3 to 5 years $2, 115.,00 K. G. McKenzie 7 4 Mos. to 3 years 1,120.00 
TOTAIS 22 $3,895.oo 
Beef Herd Management Demonstrations: Mr. c. w. Frame is continuing his herd management project with the advice of the extension agent and specialists. 
The herd was culed this year and a number of poor type buls and brood 
cows removed. 
He is endeavoring to improve the quality of his herd, and is increa~ing it to the capacity of his feed and pastures as fast as he can. He now has 
about 500 head of catle and ample pasture and food for them, with more fine 
land available for feed production. 
He has a 350 acre permanent pasture demonstration, with White Dutch Clover, Dalas grass and lespedeza that is as good as any in the state. 
Dr. Harrison Peeples of Scotia is geting a beef catle herd management 
demonstration farm under way w1 th 50 head of good grade white face cows, 
five purebred cows and one bul. 
He planted ample feed crops and grazing for them this year and is planning pastures and grazing for 100 head of brood cows in another two years as a 
goal to work towards. 
Donaldson Tucker of Estil is continuing his management herd program started 
in 1946. He has only 18 purebred white face catle but it is a model set up. 
Hampton County 
Special Irish Potato Feeding DemonstrRtion• 
Swi.ne 
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Five farmers conducted demonstrations in feeding Irish potatoes to 
hogs as folows: 
Name No. Hogs Days: Supplement Feed 
Fed Fed in addition to Gain in Weight potatoes Lbs. 
o. B. Wilis 18 46 Grazing corn 1840 & tankage 
J. H. Lightsel 46 30 Corn & Tankage 3930 
L. A. &. B. Fo Rouse Corn., tankage & 125 31 pasture 2629 
Ben Josselson 12 51 Corn & tankage 1080 
Stiles M. Harper 150 57 Hog & Pig Supplement 15000 
One farmer fed Irish potatoes to hoga and cows as folows: 
Name No. Animals Days Supplement Feed Gain in Weight 
Fed Fed in ad.di tion to Lbs. potatoes 
22 hogs Corn., tankage c. F. Gatch 14 cows 51 pasture & Salt 1.,520 
Catle 
One farmer conducted a demonstration feeding Irish potatoes to cows only as folows: 
Name No. Cows Fed Days Supplement Feed Fed in addition to Gain in Weight potatoes Lbs. 
J.B. Zahler 10 41 Pasture & Salt 500 
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DAIRYING 
We now have one·A-1 dairy furnishing nd.lk in Estil and a new one-built 
and equipped at Yemassee; al.so a new one completed near Varnvile. 
Rhodes t Dairy in Estil was completed five years ago and has been 
furnishing high qualit7 milk to its patrons since completion. 
Plans for building dairy barns and milk bfFJlS were furnished to three 
farmers. 
Permanent Pastures 
Pemanent pasture work is discussed in the agronomy section of this report. 
4-H Dairy Calf' Club Work 
4-H dairy calf' club work is discussed in the 4-H section of this report. 
Hampton County 
ENTOMOLOGY AND PLANT PATHOLOGY 
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Extension work in entomology and plant pathology in 1948 was composed of 
work with crop diseases and crop insects. 
Crop Diseases 
Storage Rot Control in Sweet Potatoes: The work with storage rot control in 
sweet potatoes was continued in 1948 with good results. Sulphur burning 
seems to be an effective· treatment and is being used by al storage house 
operators in this county. 
Dust treatnent of coton seed: Ninety per cent of the coton seed planted in 
rhis county was treated with Ceres an. Farmers usualy buy seed that has been 
treated and if they plant their own seed., it is treated on their own farm or 
carried to a community center where machines; are available for the work. 
Smal grain disease controli The same thing is true of oats.,, as with coton 
seed., and also with sheat, and many farmers are treating their corn and 
truck crop seed also. 
The county agents, give timely advice through county papers, circular leters., 
and responding to individual inquiries on al common plant diseases. 
Insects 
Bol weevil control: Bol weevil infestation was worse this year than any 
time in ten years. The crop was planted late., the average ~anting date being 
around the 20th of April against a usual average planting date of April 5, and 
weevils were in the fields at coton chopping time in large numbers. 
Farmers who used the 1,.1,.1 poison bad good results and where they folowed 
this up with dust they were able to save a high percent of the crop. 
The BHC-DDT gave a slightly beter yield and showed less lice damage than the 
calcium arsenate dust~ 
The general opinion was that toxaphene and chlordane would control the 
insects, but that it did not come up to the e:xpectations of the farmers from 
the "build up" that the chemicals had on advance information. 
Mechanical Coton Pickers, and Coton Defoliation: Six planters were successful 
in securing a coton picker and in harvesting their crops and in helping their 
neighbors a great deal0 These machines were capable of picking about 7 bales each per day. 
The use of thes~ pickers stimulated the use of cyanamid for·defoliating 
purposes. Approximately 1,500 acres were treated this year. 
Corn insects: Several cases of corn stalk borer damage was brought to the 
atention of the county agent and information for controling it was fumished0 The farmers' Buletin on "The Smal Corn Stalk Borer" was the source of 
information. 
Approximately 300 farmers, in addition to information in news articles., were 
given information on insect control in stored grain, including weevil destruction 
in corn, wheat., oats, and cowpeas. 
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Wireworms:, Farmers have learned much about w:i.reworm control and do· not suffer the losses that were commonly suffered even to six years ago. 
Crotalaria has done much to help check this insect. We have no record yet 
of wireworms or wirewom damage folowing a good crop of this legume. 
Pasturing land and leting weeds grow after smal grain are two approved methods of keeping the insect out of the soil. A good rotation and cropping system usualy gives results in wireworm control., 
Mexican Bean Beetle Control: The use of Rotenone dust as a control for this insect is a recognized practice throughout the collty now. The dust was available to farmers in Hampton County this year. 
Fence Post Preservation: We are carrying through three demonstrations in different communities on treated posts, al showing favorable results. 
w. L. Mikel, Estil, 16 pine posts under grape harbor, 10 years duration, treated with copper sulphate solution, show al post to be deteriorated. Al similar green posts placed on pasture fence the same year were completely roten after three years duration. 
c. L. Baxter, Garnet, pine posts treated for pasture fence, seven years duration, al in sound conditiono Check posts not treated are roten. These posts were treated with the zinc chloride solution., 
P.H. Gooding, Crocketvile, fence posts treated seven and eight years ago solld with untreated check posts al gone. 
FORF.sTRY 
Forestry extension work in 1948 included demonstrations in farm woodland management, woodland examinations and selecting cuting demonstrations, planting, work in five prevention, forest insects, and marketing. 
Farm Woodland Management 
We are carrying through one forestry management d monstration in cooperation with the State and Ext nsion 
Forasters on the farm of P.H. Gooding, Crocketvil•, S. c. 
Name of 
Demonstrator 
P.H. Gooding 
Year Established 
194:t. 
Su:mma.ry Farm Woodland Management Demonstration 
19Ll 1942 1943 1944 
$1,591.00 Plot marked Few cord.a; Few cords for pulpwood firewood firewood and fir wood sold only. sold only . cutings. $840.00 worth 
saw timber 
marketed. 
1945 
Only smal 
amount. hardwoo 
removed. 
for 
firewood. 
1946 1947 1948 
Smal 80 acres Sold 
amount or timber =:i:: 
hardwooi 96,610 marked i 
only boara. in S­rernoved feet 1947 ~ 
for marked. for g:> 
firewooa. Smal $1775. § 
amount J.pprox. ~ hardwooa 90M only cut boarci 
for feet 
firewooci. 
l • 
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Woodland. examinations and selective cutin s: Ten farmers had. woodland 
examination and or selective cuting demonstrations, as folows: 
WOODLAND EXAMINATION & MARKING REPORT 
Landowner Address Woodland Examination 
Acres 
C. E. Bulard Early Branch., S.C 180 
Girard M. Cohen Savannah, Ga. 
(Farm in Hampton County) 
J. K. Garnet Garnet, s. c. 
o. T. Gooding Pitsburg, Penno 
(Tract in Hampton County) 
J. K. Maner 
Ulmer M. Paterson 
Garnett, s. c. 
Garnet, s. c., 
w. K. Richardson Garnet., s. c. 
J. D. & w. A. Rouse Luray, s. c. 
J. w. Tuten Varnvile, s. c. 
TOTA.IS 
225 
260 
153 
550 
185 
2,000 
99 
3,652 
Acres 
Marked. 
105 
310 
75 
5o 
540 
Assistance 
Boar Feet 
Recolll8ndations 
made for future 
handling of 
remaining timber. 
Recommendations 
mad.• for handling 
timber. 
241.,880 Also 
recommendations 
made :for future handling of timber. 
Recommendations mad.a for future 
handling of timber. 
612,540 il&o 
recommendations made for future 
handling of timbsr0 
220,574 Also recommendations 
made for future 
handling of timber. 
33,100 Also recommendations 
made for future handling of timber. 
Recommendations 
made for handling 
of timbsr. 
Recommendations made for handling 
of timber in 
futur '• 
Feet 
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Reforestation 
Folowing is a list of trees planted in Hampton County in 1948 b;r 
species: 
Longleaf Slash Total 35,ooo 93,000 128,000 
A total of 128,ooo pine seedlings were planted in Hampton County in 1948. 
Sunn:nary Pine Trees Planted in 1948 
Name No •. No. Trees Acres Planted Species 
w. F. Barnes 5 5,ooo Longleaf Mrs. J. Leland Brock 10 10.,000 Slash c. M. Clarke 10 10,000 Slash w. c. Crapse 5 5,ooo Slash Chas. A. Harper, Sr. 10 10,000 Slash J. w. Harper 16 16.,000 Slash Wiliam Harper 14 14.,ooo Slash H. E. Johnson, Jr. 5 5,ooo Slash M. o. Lane., Jr. 5 5,ooo Slash R. E. Plats 2 2.,000 Slash J. T. Rhodes 30 30,000 Longleaf R. W. Rhodes 5 5,ooo Slash Estate of J. Frank Gooding 5 5,ooo Slash J. M. Wright 1 1,000 Slash B. J. Youmans 5 5,ooo Slash 
TOTALS 15 128 128,000 
A total of 15 farmers planted 1281000 seedlings in Hampton County in 1948. 
Year 
1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
TOTALS 
Su.rmn.a.ry Trees Planted 1940 -1948 
No. Acres Planted 
101 28 
34 122 36 16¼ 283 81 128 
829¼ 
No. Trees Planted 
101,000 28,000 34,000 122,000 36.,ooo 16,250 283.,000 81.,000 128,000 
829,250 
In the past nine years, 829½ acres of pine trees have been set out in 
Hampton County. 
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Forest Planting Demonstration 
On December 2, 1947 a forest planting demonstration was held cooperatively w.i.th district foresters of the State Commission of Forestry, as folows: 
Name of Individual on Whose Farm Dem. Was Held No. Atending Demonstration 
c. M. Clarke, Estil, s. c. 24 
Al individuals who placed orders for trees to be planted during the year were contacted and iIIVited to atend this demonstration in order to 
receive proper instructions for seting out seedlings in order to try to secure a high percentage survival of trees to be planted in the county. 
At this planting demonstration, proper methods in heeling in planting stock, care of stock from heel in bed to planting, and planting seedlings with both the planting bar and matock were shown. Those in atendance were given an 
opportunity to ask questions and to try out the planting tools. A total 
of 24 atended this meeting in Hampton County. 
Cork Oak Program 
Cork oak plantings: During the past year 11000 cork oak acorns were distributed to 4-H club members for planting in the county. 
Year 
1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
TOTALS 
Summary Cork Oak Trees Planted 1944 -1948 
No. Trees Set Out 
965 
300 
1 
1,266 
Acorns Planted 
720 6oo 
1 000 
2,320 
During the past five years, 11266 cork oak trees and 21320 acorns have been set out in Hampton County. 
Fire Prevention 
The county agent has continued to cooperate with the Hampton County Fire Protection Association in their program to control forest fires 
in Hampton County. Envelope stuffers have been used in circular leters and individual leters to farmers in the county, and bookmarks given to al 
4-H club members stressing fire prevention. Newspaper articles were published throughout the year to stress the importance of fire prevention, both in farm buildings and in the woods. The county agent cooperated with the ranger at a school for training local county fire wardens. 
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Four-H Forestry Work 
Forestry instruction, including nature study, forest management, fire prevention and the use of forest products was given at ten 4-H club 
meetings, atended by one hundred and ninety-six clubsters. 
Boolonarkers were distributed to al 4-H menbers. 
Marketing 
Assistance was given to farmers in marketing their timber when caled upon. 
Tree Farm System Program 
.3/ -----
c. E. Bulard of Early Branch, s. c. was awarded a Tree Farm Certificate for his outstanding work in the management of his young 90 acre forest, much of which he planted twelve years ago, 
His operations· include good cultural, fire protection and marketing practices. 
The award was made during a farm forestry tour sponsored by the State, District, and County Forestry Organizations and was atended 
by eleven farmers. 
Publications 
Buletins and leaflets on forestry practices were distributed to farmers in the county during the year. 
• 
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FOUR-H CLUB WORK 
Boys I L-H club work was conducted in seven conmruni ties in Hampton Coun-cy 
in 1948, with an enrolment of 202 boys. Each club is in charge of a local leader and regular montncy· meetings are held each month with each club except during vacation timee 
Summary of enrolment and completions: Folowing is giyen a list of the clubs and a sunnnary of enrolment and completions: 
Summary of L-H Club Enrolmmts and Completions 
Name of Club 
Yemassee 
Early Branch Varnvile (Junior) Varnvile (Senior) Hampton (Junior) Hampton (Senior) Brunson Funnan Estil (Junior) Estil (Senior) 
TOTALS 
No. Members Enroled 
17 
11 21 28 
23 24 15 29 20 14 
202 
No. Completed Demonstrations 
9 
11 21 0 
15 19 8 18 
9 1 
ll 
Folowing is given a summary of L-H club enrolments of boys, completions from 1932 to 1947: 
Summary L-H Club Enrolnent and Cos-eletions 
Year Enrolnent Completions 
1932 138 31 1933 187 67 
1934 172 83 1935 160 48 1936 181 35 1937 71 54 1938 143 82 lj39 169 122 1940 112 78 1941 168 37 1942 94 46 1943 108 98 1944 l7 104 1945 126 112 1946 l30 102 
1947 155 151 1948 202 ll 
Per Cent Members Completing 
Demonstrations 
53 100 100 
0 65 . 2
79 53.3 62 
45 .01 
55% 
and yearly 
Per Cent Completions 
22.5 37.0 48.o 30.0 18.0 76.1 
57.3 72~1 69.6 22$02 
48.9 79.5 88.9 8809 78,.5 
97.4 
55.o 
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Summary 4-H club demonstrations: Below is given a sUIDilary of 4-H club 
demonstrations completed in 1948: 
Swmnary Completed Demonstrations -1948 
Demonstration No. Completed Value Products Cost Profit 
Corn 10 $972.00 $360.00 $612.00 Coton 1 600.00 162.00 438.oo Peanuts. 2 730.00 248.oo 482.00 Watermelons l 160.00 40.00 120.00 
Garden 16 331.50 143.oo 188.50 Poultry 29 1,455.70 996.47 459.23 Pig (Fatening) 41 2,251.95 1,539.40 712.55 Pig (Sow & Liter) 3 620.00 338.oo 282.00 Beef Calf 7 876.50 596.oo 280.50 Dairy Calf 2 280.00 74.oo 206.00 
TOTALS 112 $8,277.15 $4,496.87 $3,780.78 
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Swmnary Coton and Corn Yields by 4-H Club Boys -1931 -· 1948 
Folowing is a summary of the average annual. yields per acre of coton and 
corn produced by 4-H club boys in Hampton County for tm period 1931 -19481 as compared with the county averages: 
Summary Coton and Corn Yields 1931 -1848 w 4,.H Club Boys 
Year 
1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 
Average Bu. Corn Per Acre 
23.3 34~7 28.3 20~8 28.2 
30.9 30.1 44.7 30.1 41.7 35.6 32.8 32.08 Jo. 7 32;7 36.7 42. 7 34.1 
4-,H Club Average 35.7 
County Average 23.0 
Ave. Lbs. Lint Coton Per Acre 
423.3 57303 301.1 218;1 2a5.o 438.3 510.3 377.0 476.o 5n.5 No project records received No project reports received No project reports received 512~5 57000 No project reports received 300.0 320c-4 
343.5 
278.0 
< I 
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4-H Club Records 
Folowing is given a sununary of 4-H club records completed in 1948. 
Name 
Ray Hadwin Grover Hadwin Edwin Zahler 
Regie Hadwin Kenneth Hinson Everet Mixson 
Robert Crews Ben Padget Eugene Donehue Lanier Connely 
TOTALS AVERAGE Per A. 
Swmnary 4-H Corn Records 
No. Acres 
3/4 1 1 2 1 
3 2 1 
2 2 
l 
Yield Bushels 
18 35 10 
45 40 78 25 10 90 75 
486 
34.1 
Total Value 
$36.oo 10.00 20.00 90.00 80.00 156~00 50.00 140.00 180.00 150.00 
$972000 
$68021 
Summary 4-H Coton Club Records 
Name 
Hartley Padget 
TOTALS 
AVERAGE Per Ao 
No. Acres 
5 
5 
Lbs. Lint Coton 
1,602 
Value 
$600.00 
$600.00J 
$120.00 
Total Cost 
$20.00 20.00 
1.00 41.oo 45.oo 38.oo 11.00 50.00 
12.00 50.00 
Cost 
Profit 
$16.00 50.00 13.00 49.00 35.oo n8.oo 33.00 90.00 108.00 100.00 
Profit 
$438.oo 
$438.oo 
$87.60 
0 
Summary 4-H Peanut Club Records 
Name 
Carl Chassereau Ronald Tuten 
TOTALS 
AVERAGE Per Ao 
Name 
Harold Corbin 
TOTALS 
AVERAGE Per A. 
No. Acres 
4½ 
Value 
$450.00 280.00 
$7301100 
$162.22 
Sunnnary 4-H Club Watermelon Records 
No. Acres 
2 
2 
Value 
$160.00 
$160.00 
$80.00 
Cost 
$140.00 108.00 
$248.oo $55.n · 
Cost 
$40.00 
$40.00 $20.00 
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Profit 
$310.00 112.00 
$482.00 
$107.11 
Profit 
$120.00 
$120000 $60.00 
Name 
Diclde Ineuso Hasting Crapse Irvin Kersey James Shramek Marvin 01Neal Kenneth Cooke Donald Cook John Padget 
Ernest Sauls D c1:my Richards Jesse Winn Gaskel Hudson Raymond Perry 
Buddy Brood 
A. E. Browning, Mac Ferguson 
TOTAIB 
Average Per!. 
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SUIDJlarY 4,.H Garden Club Records 
No. Acres 
.1 .1 .5 ol .2 ~25 ;2 .2 
o2 .2, .25 ;25 ;25 .25 Jr. .1 .1 
Production Total Bushels 
7 8 25 
l 12 9 13 15 14 9 10 3 18 
6 14 7 
181 54.8 
Value 
$9.50 10.00 ,o.oo 11.00 . 22.00 18.00 23.00 35.oo 25.oo 12.00 25.00 5.oo 35.oo 10.00 25.oo 10.00 
$331.50 $100045 
Total Cost 
$3.00 5.oo 25;00 4.oo 6.oo 4.oo 13.00 28~00 4;5o 4.oo B.oo 2.50 15.00 4.oo 12.00 5.oo 
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Profit 
$6.50 5~00 25.oo 13.00 16.00 14.oo 10.00 
1.00 20.50 8.oo 11.00 2.50 20.00 6.oo 13.00 5.oo 
$188.50 $57.12 
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Sunnnary 4,.H Poultry Club Records 
Name No. Chicks, No. Chicks Value Hatched 
Bobby Fabian 100 Leon Shaffer 100 Ben Donahue 95 Bobby Fender 20 Charles Shaffer 50 Buddy Sloman 25 w. H. Flowers. 25 Robert Moore 25 Grier Gatch 6 George Dempsey 25 Bobby Brunson 100 
Irvin Kersey 100 Marvin McAlhaney 50 Bob Whitington 25 Wil Mason 16 
Thomas TeITY" 10 Gene Pole 100 Thomas Tuten 50 Ronald Pole 7 Roland Mole 53 
C. Pulaski 100 Earl Rivers 50 Rubin Loper 18 David Mils 1 Jr. 50 Donald Mims 25 Bily Youniu 200 Gerald Mils 50 Lamar Harper 25 Pete Moore 100 
TOTALS 1.,601 
Average per chicken 
Raised 
15 95 42 19 48 20 25 10 6 23 90 88 35 50 12 7 97 45 7 5o 94 40 8 
49 20 183 49 20 90 
1,397 
$75.oo 95.oo w.i.20 20.50 58.oo 15.oo 25.oo 12~00 9.00 19~00 120~00 50.00 52.50 50.00 15.oo 8;00 135000 40.00 9.00 51.50 uo.oo 45;00 10.00 50.00 18~00 140.00 55.oo 23.00 95.oo 
$1.,455070 $1.04 
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Cost Profit 
$55;oo $20000 64. 15 30.25 29.00 15.20 11.50 3.00 21.50 30.50 6.50 8.50 18.00 1.00 6.82 5;18 5.oo ~00 14;00 5~00 85;oo 35.oo 30.00 20.00 47.50 5.oo 35.40 14.6o 13;00 2000 6.50 1,50 80,00 55~00 28.00 12.00 1;00 2.00 25.oo 32.50 75.oo 35.oo 28.00 17;00 1.00 3.00 37,00 13,00 14,oo ~00 102.00 38.oo 35.oo 20.00 17;00 6.oo 80,00 15.oo 
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Sum.ary L-H Pig Fatenin~ Records 
Name No. Pigs 
Cecil Bishop l Rqburn Hul l Lester Cook l Farnum Bowers 4 Lester F. Middleton l Charles Stanley l G. w. Benton 8 George Fennel 1 Reynold Bishop l Marvin Barnes 1 Buddy Mikel 1 Reginald Long 1 Freddy Midon 1 David Zahler 1 Roy Wooten 1 Wil Tuten 1 Bobby Rivers 1 Jimmie Jarrel 1 R.cy-Wooten 1 
Omar Pope 1 Thomas Bragg 1 Bily Tuten 1 Lawrence Ginn 1 Johnny Causey 1 Whitney Ginn l Martin Peeples l J. c. Murdaugh 1 Tommie Ginn 2 Oliver Stanley 1 Bobby Peeples 2 
J. w. Dempsey 1 
Frank El,ki ns l Dan Ulmer 5 Joe Mike Altman 1 Vaughan Clifton 2 Fred Stanley 1 A. J. Nix, Jr. 1 Roscoe Rivers 1 Charlie DeWit 1 Archie Cook 2 George Altman 1 
'l!OTAI.8 59 
AVERAGE Per Pig 
Total Value Total Cost 
$30.00 35.oo 30.00 200.00 47.00 15.oo 246.95 41.oo 40.00 50.00 50.00 35.oo 44;00 $1:dl.OO 28.00 51.00 33;00 35;00 30.00 23.00 25~00 6o.oo 45.oo 20.00 35.oo 44.50 45.oo 87.50 34.oo 6o.oo 50.00 45.oo 130.00 22.00 45.oo 30.00 35.oo 52.00 58.oo 80000 75.oo 
$25.50 26.00 21.00 150.00 35;00 6o~oo 150.00 27;00 30.00 33.00 30.00 26.00 31.60 33.00 21.00 43;00 20.00 28.90 19.00 11.00 21.50 37.00 32;00 15.oo 29.60 31SO 15.80 52.50 27;00 48.oo 83.50 30~00 86.oo 16.00 Jo.oo 25.oo 19.50 26.50 36.oo 55.oo 45.oo 
$1,539.40 $26.09 
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-Profit 
$4.50 9.00 9.00 50.00 12.00 15.oo 96.95 14.oo 10.00 11.00 20.00 9.00 12~40 n;,oo 1.00 14.00 13;00 6.10 n.oo 6.oo 3.40 23;00 13;00 5~00 5.4o 13.00 29.20 35.oo 7;,00 12.00 16.50 15~00 !Jh.OO 6.oo 15.oo 5.oo 15.50 25.50 22.00 25.00 30.00 
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Summary 4-H Club Sow & Liter Records 
Name 
Bobby DeL:>ach 
George DeLo ach 
Joseph Harter 
TOTALS 
Average Per Pig 
Name 
Benjamin Cook 
Kely Barnes 
Tily Sauls 
Frederick Jarrel 
Bobby DeLoach Kenyon McKenzie 
Bily Johnson 
TOTALS 
Averages per calf 
Name 
Bruce Fisher 
Miles Tuten 
TOTALS Average per calf 
No. .Animals No. Pigs Total Total 
Farrowed Raised Value Cost 
9 9 $300.,00 $98.oo 
9 9 200.00 l.40.oo 
9 9 120.00 100.00 
27 27 $620000 $338.oo $23.00 $12.44 
Summary 4-H Beef Calf Club Records 
No. Total  Total 
.Animals. Value Cost 
l $ 15.oo $ 51.00 1 101.00 55.oo 1 89.50 30.00 1 75.oo 55000 l 150~00 90~00 1 115.oo l4o.oo 1 205.oo 175.oo 
7 $876050 $596.oo 125.21 85014 
Summar.r 4-H Dairy Calf Club Records 
No0 Animals 
1 1 
2 
Total Value 
$250~00 30.00 
$280.00 
$140.00 
Total Cost 
$5o;oo 24.00 
$74.oo 
$37.00 
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Profit 
$202000 60.00 20.00 
12s2.oo $10056 
Profit 
$ 24.00 52;00 59.50 20.00 6o~oo 35;00 30 . 00 
$280.,.50 40.07 
Profit 
$200.00 6.oo 
$206.00 
$103.00 
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4-H Council Raly Day 
The 4-H club Raly Day was held at the Hampton High School on 
June 4th. Two hundred twenty-nine 4-H members atended. PrincipaJ. speaker for the occasion was District Agent, A.H. Ward, with 
Mr. Dan . Lewis, State Boys' Club Agent, also malci.ng an appealing addresS'. Certificates and diplomas were delivered to members successfuly completing their work in 1947. 
4-H Leadership Training 
Two 4-H Officer-Leader Training Schools and Banquets were held in the county during the year with an atendance of 225 4-11 officers and leaders. 
County 4-H Council Work 
The Hampton County 4-H Council held three meetings with an atendance 
of 31. 
Adult 4-H Council 
An adult 4-H council was organized in the county for the purpose of strengthening the 4-H club program. This council held two meetings with an atendance of 260 There is-nineteen members of the council. 
Recreational Institute 
Recreation was one of the chief goals of the 4-H Council in 1948. Two recreational Institutes were held, one in the spring and one 
in the fal, atended by 250 4-H' ers and leaders. 
Two 4-H clubs held socials during the Christ.mas season. Sixty members from these two clubs enjoyed these affairs. 
4-H Fat Stock Show 
Two boys exhibited fat calves at the Edisto-Savannah Fat Stock Show and were wel pleased with their placings. 
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HORTICULTURE 
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Horticulture work in Hampton County for 1948 included demonstration 
work w.i.th sweet potatoes, home orchards and truck crops. 
Sweet Potatoes 
One electric hotbed was in operation in the county to produce 1601000 early plants. It is noted that the most successful potato growers in the 
county are the ones receiving plants from these hotbeds. 
Summary Electric Hotbed Demonstration 
Na.Jm Size of Date Bushels Bedded 
Date First 
Plants Drawn 
No. Plants 
Bed Bedded 
6 X 78 R. C. Dewach, Jr. March 10 Bo April 160,000 
Sweet potato demonstrations: Two demonstrations in the production of 
La. Porto Rican sweet potatoes were conducted this year. A sunnnary of 
these demonstrations folows: 
Summary Sweet Potato Production Demonstrations 
Name Acres Total Yield Bt1.Bhels 
No. 11s No. 2 's. Culs Returns Profit 
c. s. Plats 1,_ 150 20 4 320.00 265.25 :a 
G. H. Harvey 4 421 120 32 $1,338.10 $1.,020.6o 
TOTAIS 4½ 571 140· 36 $1.,658010 $1,285.85 AVERAGES per acre 127 3l.l 8 368.47 285. 74 
Each yea:r the summary or analysis is used as educational material in work 
with sweet potato growers of Hampton County. This has resulted in many 
changes in the practices by the potato ~rowers. 
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Results Sweet Potato Demonstrations 1937 -1948 
Year No. A.ve Yield Per Acre Ave Return Ave Cost ATe. Net Dams. No. l's No. 21s Culs Per Acre Per Acre Profit Per Acre 
1937 4 il 22.0 9 $129.70 $27.33 $102.37 1938 4 ll 27.0 5 132.62 25.50 107.12 1939 4 61 47.0 24 143.71 51.35 92.36 1940 5 ll 37.0 31 145;57 48.12 97.45 1941 6 179 35.o 15 209.44 57.49 151.95 1944 5 52 19.0 32 77;75 43.28 34.12 1943 4 l.5' 41.o 28 285;17 75.56 209.61 1944 3 85ol 8.4 25 187.22 108.18 79.04 1945 3 95 61.6 33 356.83 128. 73 228·;10 * 1946 1 41.6 20~8 4.1 145000 57.20 81.00 1947 6 158.7 44.49 32.9 362.40 97.65 264075 1948 2 127 31.1 8.o 368.47 82.73 285.74 
* In addition to the above reported yield, 240 bushels of field run potatoes were sold. 
Home Orchards 
Home orchard demonstrations: One hozoo orchard demonstration was conducted this year, a summary of which folows: 
Sunnnary Home Orchard Demonstration 
Na.me Acres 
E. o. Lightsey 1 
No. Trees­
And Vines 
84 
VaJ.ue Products Cost 
$640.00 
Profit 
The orchard is doing nicely and about 150 bushels of peaches, 10 bushels of 
apples, 1 bushel of plums and 1 bushel of pears were harvested. 
The four year old apple trees are growing fine and bore a good crop this 
year. 
The pears are coming into production nicely, also the figs. 
Pruning demonstrations: Three pruning demonstrations were given. 
Spraying demonstrations: Two spraying demonstrations were given. 
Insect and disease control demonstrations: One peach tree borer and 
disease control demonstration was conducted. 
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Truck Crops 
Work with truck crops consisted of assisting farmers in the production of Irish potatoes and watermelons., and other truck cropso !ssistance was 
also given in the marketing of these crops. 
Watermelons: Four demonstrations in the production of watermelons were conducted in 1948. A summary of these demonstrations folows: 
SUlDilary V{aternelon Demonstrations 
Name No. Yield Returns Cost Profit Acres Cars 
VI. M. Boyles .!. 3/4 $93.70 $18.45 $75.25 2 W. M. Boyles 5 21 · 625~00 209;50 415.50 G. F. Bowers 7 4f 1,215.00 603.00 672.00 G. F. Bowers 25 12 31125.oo 1.,1o6.oo 1,419.00 
TOTAIS 37½ 19 3/4 5,118.70 2,536.95 2.,581.75 AVERAGE'S Per A. .53 136.50 67.51 68.99 
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MARKETING 
Extension work in marketing for 1948 consisted in assisting in the grading 
and packing of sweet potatoes, watermelons, and aiding farmers in buying and seling their fa.rm products. 
Grading and packing: The agents, with the help of the Extension Marketing Division, worked closely with the producers of truck crops in the interest of improving the method of grading and pacldng their produce marketed from 
the county. 
Curing and storage of sweet potatoes~ Four demonstrators are carrying out the proper curing and storage methods for sweet potatoes this year. 
Approximately 61000 bushels are in storage this yea:r. 
Marketing of Surplus Fa.rm Products: The county agents cooperated with the farmers of the county throughout the year in marketing of surplus farm products, and in the purchasing of needed materials and supplies. A summary­of this work is given a.s folows: 
Products 
Hogs Beef Catle Poultry Eggs-
Dairy Catle 
Sweet Potatoes 
Irish Potatoes 
Corn (Feed) Corn (Seed) Cotonseed 
Wheat Velvet & Soy Beans 
Cow Peas: 
Crotalaria Sweet Potato Plants Lespedeza Seed Clover Seed Blue Lupine Seed Mis:celaneous Seeds Forest Seedlings 
Total 
Summary Marketing Work -1948 
Quantity 
71768 Head 21612 Head 534.,ooo Lbs. 500 Doz., 35 Head 13,750 Bu. 76,850 Bu. 1.,650 Bu.· 9½ Bu. 4 Tons 20 Bu. 750 Bu. Boo Bu. 700 lbs. 650.,000 1.,.315 lbs . 5 Lbs. 75 Tons· 11260 Lbs. 128.,000 
Bought 
$1,080.00 4.,500000 
7.3.56 960;00 6o.oo .3., 1,0.00 
126.00 
.327.15 .3.5o 
,386.56 .310.00 
12.,266.77 
Sold 
$.340.,000~00 .370.,000.00 .35., 780;00 .350.00 B.,150.00 27.,000.00 20,.,,000.00 
.3.,.300.00 
7,500.00 
1,00.3,105.oo 
Producers in Hampton County were assisted in buying and seling $11015,971.77 worth of farm products in 1948. 
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POULTRY 
The county agents gave out information on poultry raising and the 
construction of poultry equipment throughout the year. 
Poultry and egg demands have been strong and prices comparatively good al of the year and farmers have produced about the same number of poultry as in 1947. Backyard poultry raisers increased their flocks 
for home consumption, due to the high price of pork and meat. 
Poultry 4-H Club Work: Reported under 4-H Club Work 
Turkey Production Demonstrations: The turkey production demonstrations were conducted by two farioors as folows: 
Summary Turkey Production Demonstrations 
Poul ts Raised Income Cost Labor Income Labor 
Income Per Poult 
Gooding & Hudson 480 $3,965.38 $2,370.82 $1,594.56 $3.32 
L. B. Rivers 126 $1,027.95 $510.01 $3.13 
TOTAL$ 606 
AVERAGE labor incone per poul t $4,893.33 $21940.83 $2,o65.5o $ $3.40 
L.B. Rivers grazed his turkeys on peanuts and soybeans for his main 
food crop. 
P.H. Gooding grazed on grain sorghum for a major part of his food0 
These demonstrations are of special interest because they demonstrate the value of grazing crops in turkey production. 
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VISUAL INSTRUCTION 
Visual instruction work for the year consisted of the use of educational. motion pictures., exhibits., charts and maps. 
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Educational. motion pictures: Educational. motion pictures were shown at 18 meetings to 358 farm people and 4-H boyso Twenty-five different films were shmm thirty-nine times at these 18 meetings. The educational. motion pictures shown by the extension service are valuable in teaching agricultural. practices, and in increasing atendance at farmers' 
meetings. 
Charts and maps were used in three farmers' meetings, atended by 98 
farm people. 
Visual. A.i.d Used 
Motion Pictures Charts & Maps 
TOT.AIB 
Summary Use of Visual. Instruction Aids 
No. Meetings 
18 
3 
21 
Atendance 
358 98 
456 
Educational. Booth at Watermelon Festival.: The county agent cooperating 
with the Clemson Colege Extension Service and the assistant horticulturist put up an educational. booth on watermelons at the Watermelon Festival. in 
the county. An estimated 5.,ooo farmers, 4-H club members and other ind.i. vi vuals visited this exhibit. 
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PUBLICITY 
Publicity work and the di&tribution of educational information in connection with the 1948 extension program in Hampton County was done through circular let rs, press articles, radio talks, and the distribution of buletins, and farm tours. A summary of work done in this connection 
is given as fololfB: 
Summary pf Publicity Work 
Individual leters Circular leters Copies mailed Press articles Radio Talks Buletins distributed 
Farm tours Atendance 
629 24 9,205 72 4 1,502 4 94 
Circular leters: ! total of 2U circular leters were prepared, and 9,205 copies mailed to farmers and 4-H club boys in Hampton County in 1948. These leters contained information on timely agricultural 
maters, notices of meetings, .md information on results of demonstrations and experimental work. Specimen copies of circular leters are atached to this report. 
Press articles: A total o! 72 press articles of timely agricultural interest were published in Hampton County newspapers during the year0 Specimen copies of news articles are atached to this report0 · 
Radio Talks: Four radio talks on agricultural subjects were prepared during the year. Specimen copies of these talks are atached to this report. 
Buletins distributed: ! total of 1,502 buletins were distributed to farmers and 4-H club boys during the year. 
Farm tours: Four farm tours were held in 1948. A total of 94 farmers and 4-H members atended these tours. 
. 
Hampton County 
On the folowing pages wil be found specimen copies 
of circular letters issued during the year • 
Page L/-'f 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAi. COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DE,.ARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COO . &.RATING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
HANDLING AND LOADING OF WATERMELONS 
HANDLING WATERMELONS FROM FIELD TO CAR 
1. Pick only ripe melons or melons you would eat yoursel.f. 
2. When removing melons from vines, be sure to leave long stems on melons so 
they can be freshly cut for Stem End Rot Treatment. 3. Lay melons carefuly on pick-up row with belies down to prevent sun scald. 4. Remove melons from pick-up row as soon as possible to prevent damage from 
hot sun. 5. Pad truck carefuly to prevent bruising or scarring of melons. Remove al nails and other rough surfaces which may puncture, scar or bruise melons, 6. Leave nisshapen and other poor quality melons in field or at home • 7. Handle melons carefuly from pick.up ,row to truck. Do not drop melons in truck; lay they down carefuly to prevent bruising. · 8. Do not alow workers to ride on top of loaded truck. This bruises melons. 
HANDLING WATERMELONS AT CAR OR LOADING POINT 
1. 2. Unload melons carefuly from truck to car. Do not drop or pile melons in car door. Most workers take melons botom of pile which alows top melons to rol to botom of pile. 
causes considerable damage from bruising. 
from This 
POINTS TO CONSIDER FOR LOADING WATERMEU>NS 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Be sure doorboards are constructed and instaled according to recommendations 
of railroads. Pad car floor uniformly with not less than 4 bales of e.xt:elsior or clean, dry grain straw. 
Use end pads or other cushioning material for end and side wal protection. End wal padding should be twico as thick as side wal padding. Pa.ck melons as compactly as possible rd th least practical amount of cross­
wise and lengthwise slack. Fil open spaces with tightly wadded straw. Be sure and cut stems freshly and treat with Bluestone paste after each 
stack of melons is placed in csr to prevent Stem Epd Rot. Long melons may be loaded in cars either three or four layers high. Round melons should never be loaded . more than three layers high. Never load partial .or .incomplete layers of melons. When·cpmp\eting load, separate "break melons" from other melons with pads or 0th.er cushioning material. 
Round and long melons in mixed carloads should be separated by wooden frame across car, frame padded or cu~hioned on both sides sru:ie as for end wals of car. 
By folowing the above practices, melons are surer to arrive in the terminal markets in beter condition. 
Signed: ~ ~Pl~ 
tf({1Anthony, County ,t{ent 
/ 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
To Hampton County Farm Families: 
Hampton, S. c. 
July 22, 1948 
Farmers Week for South Carolina farm families is being arranged for 
August 23-27 at Clemson Coleee. The staffs of Cleoson and Winthrop Coleges 
are planning a·program that promises to be of interest to al farmers and 
their families. 
Each morning there wil be lectures and demonstrations in the Colege 
classrooms and laboratories on scientific farming and home-making. The 
noon hour program each day wil include music, other features of entertain­
ment, and an address by an outstanding speaker on a subject of interest to 
farm people. Each afternoon wil be given over to tours to see demonstrations 
and agricultural experiments on the Colege farm, and at other nearby places. 
On each evening program wil be music, entertainment, and an address by an 
outstanding speaker. 
Exhibits and denonstrations of the operation of modern farm machinery, 
and home equipment wil be featured throughout the week. 
Farm families are invited. Rooms wil be provided in the Colege barracks as long as they last, and meals wil be served in the Colege dining room up 
to its capacity, No reservations wil be made in advance. Registration wil 
start Monday afternoon, August 23. The first meal served wil be supper on 
Uonday night. The last meal served wil be lunch on Friday., August 27. 
If you and your family plan to atend Farmers Week, please advise one of 
us as soon as possible, giving the names of those who plan to atend, and 
the length of time you plan to stay. 
a~f;,~t1~ Annie N. Rogers I 
Home Demonstration Agent ly truly yours, / '-C-~ t ~r~, "L·t; .· C. Anthony -r . / County Agent 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O F 
AGRICULTURE COOPERATING 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Dear 4-H Club Member: 
Hampton, s. c. 
May 2.5, 19 48 • 
Friday, June 4tp, is the date set for our 4-H Club Raly exercises. Raly day wil be held at the High School building in 
Hampton, beginning at 10: 00 A. M. The city of Hampton wil furnish 
a free lunch to al 4-H club members. 
Mr. Dan Lewis, State Boys' Club Agent, and Mr. A.H. Ward, District Agent, wil be present to make talks in the morning, and we 
wil have soft bal games in the afternoon. The meeting should be 
over about 4:30 o'clock in the afternoon. 
Certificates and diplomas for your last year's work wil be presented and there 11'1i.l:. be a place on the program for talent and 
stunt performances as songs, athletic acts, black magic, etc. Get your club together and see what  you can present. 
I hope you wil al find ways to come. We wil be 
expecting you. 
JCA:s 
Very truly yours, ~c; l{A//u, {,-1~ /JJ. C. Anthony / County Agent 
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TUftAI. COLLEGE .OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND UNITEO STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUI.TUflE COOll'Ef'IATINQ EXTENSION 
ICL o. w. WATKINS, DIRECTOR. DIST"IIUTED IN FURTHE11ANCE OF THE Acts Ofl CONQRESS OF MAY. ANO JUNf; so, 
PRESENTING TIMELY INFORMATION 
ON ALL PHASES OF COTTON PRODUCTION 
,1Ullllllllllllllll11111111111t11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111t11111111111n1111111t11111N11111111n11n1t 
April 21, 1948, 
The Pee Dee Experiment Station at Florence reports that the bol weevil outlook 
for 1948 is just @out as bad as it was in 1947. There are 2710 bol weevils per 
acre this year as compared to 2904 weevils per acre last fal. If weather condi­
tions are normal during May, June and July, the bol weevil wil cause serious dam. 
agG. Get yoll' poison and dusting equipment now. 
~RT ON POISON SUPPLY -The supply of BHC-DDT is crood now, but farmers have not 
placed orders for more than 20% of the total amount that is expected to be used, 
DDT and sulfur p.I'e in adequat~ supply. There wil be only 45 hundred tons of Chlor­
inated Camphene and 11000 tons of Chlordane available ins. C. this season. If you 
have not decided what to use this year, contact your County Agent ~J 
REPORT ON DUSTERS -Al companies state good supplies of al ldnds of dusters can be 
had now. Future orders may not be filed due to shortages of sheet steel. Select 
and order yours nowl 
Do not chop or thin coton until after the seedlings are about 3 inches hi1h. 
When chopping, leave 2 or 3 stalks pt,?" hil every hoe width. Do not destroy your 
stand of coton by chopping out too much or by carelessly hoeing or plowing. Cul­
tivate shalow and only often enough to eontrol weeds. 
Side dress. with 150-200 pounds of readily available nitrogen fertilizer per 
acre. If 200 poun~s per acre is used, divide it into 2 applications --the first 
right after chopping and the second about three weeks later, depending on the 
weather, 
Whe;re coton has had rust in previous years, or where legv.mes arc turned under 
before planting eoton, use .50-100 pounds of muriat'3 of potash per acre with fir~t 
applicat.ion of nitrogen. 
L. M, Sparks, Jr, Extension Specialist Coton Insects and Discasee l G·C~;c:IAYl~ er •c. Anthony . County Agent. 
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PRESENTING TfMELY INFORMATION 
ON ALL PHASES OF COTTON PRODUCTION 
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IAay 17, 1948 
Coton Bol WeeVil Control 
It appears that most Hampton County farmers plan to dust their coton this year, but only a few have bought their dust as yet, Unless a lot more take at least a part of their dust from the dealers' warehouses immediately, there is going to be a serious shortage before the season is out~ 
USE 1-1-1 PO!SON 
Also, many coton fields need immediate atention and, if dusters or dusting materials are not available now, an application of 1-1-1 (1 galon of molasses, 1 galon of water, plus l pound of calcium arsenate) mixture snould be used to kil the adult weevils that have emerged from hibernation. 
These applications should be rmde at lea.st once a week until three applications have been made. If it rnins immediately after an applic~tion is put on, it should be re-applied at once. 
Dusting materials as DHC, Chlordane, and Toxaphene may be had from dealers; 
also dusting machinery to suit the requirements -hand dusters for 10 to 15 acres or less, 2-row mule drawn dusters for 25 to 30 acres and power dusters for greater acreages. 
Free classification of farmer's coton wil be furnished again this year. Al ginners and farmers are urged to take advantage of this service which gives an accurate class on al bales from which sanples have been drawn by coop{:lrating ginners. Coton growers i'ind this grade and staple service valuable in marketing their coton, as wel as knowinc if the staple length is what it should be, how good a job of harvesting and ginning has been done, etc. Assistance ,_in filing necessary applications wil be given by the county agent's 
office. 
Al such applications must be filed before July 1st. 
~~!47 
County Agent 
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CLEMSON AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE OF SOUTH CAROLINA AND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICUL TUltE COO PIRATING 
EXTENSION URY1CI 
WHAT? -
WHEN? 
WHERE? -.,.-
Han1puv,1, ;:;. c. 
February 171 1948. 
A Tractor and Equipment Demonstration 
Fridal, fcbruar:y 27, 1248. -2:.30 P.M. 
Estil. Old Park on Main Street 
WHO IS INVITED? Any tractor owner or tractor operator in Hampton 
County who would like to see some demonstrations showing how to: 
1. Save money in operating his tractor. 
· 2., Make the tractor last longer and do beter work. 
3. Make power farming easier. 
M. C. McKenzie, or n. L. Wilis, with the Clemson Extension 
Service wil be in ch~r'.'r) ," the demonstrations, assisted by farm 
machinery dealers who wil furnish tractors and other equipment. Lubrication 
engineers from some of the petroleum companies wil be present to assist with 
lubrication demonstrations. 
Yours very truly, 
% . ~ '~lel·i~ tJ• C. Anthony ( / 
County Agent • 
. " • I•. ' • • 
.' 
/ 
:rampi,o v1"lf'l~.-.n·-
COOPERA TI VE EXTENSION WORK 
IN 
AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON AGRICUL TU RAt. COU.EOE 
OF SOUTH CAROLINA ,'ND 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
AGRICULTURE COOP IIATING 
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA ' $ P~ICt 4 L,r . I -, . ,. i - ~-d· 
OOMfSTIC. FOFH:/6/'<I . 
O~MMO l>l:MAND 
~ Lf:GISL.APON 
---i_.:J.:.:A:.:.:Im.~_R.Y lJTHt lQ':00 A. M. AT COURTHOUSE 
DO YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS? . .
Which ~crops-tcf .inor.ease? Vlhich to go easy on? 
How much fertilizer to e:xpect? How uout the National and World supplies and demands? 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
Should you carry hogs and beef catle to heavy weights before marketing? 
How about the ratio of grain and meat prices? What must be done to help the short grain situation? How about the new insecticides for controling bol weevils and other insects? 
If Jou do not know the answers, come to the meeting and hear them discussed by 
the specialists from Clemson Colege who have the latest and most authentic information available on the subject. 
Mr. A.H. Ward, district extension agent, and Miss Laura Connor, assistant . district home demonstration agent, wil be present1 · and take parts on the PJ:'Qg.rBJn. 
Also local farmers and farm vromen wil be caled upon for opinions and 
discuss~oni : 
•• t \' 
Every !armer and farm woman in the county who is interested in farming is urged 
to atend. ~et with your neighbors and come in gr9ups. 
Signed: 'f C,:,, tr 1/l, ·{/4 C 
January 6, 1948. 
n-~) ~. c. Anthony, County A~~.nt • 
J. A. • Agent. 
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YOU 
Dear Hampton County Citizens: 
Pag 
A campaign to deal the rats of Hampton County a death blew is being planned for 
Thursday, February 5, 1948. 
57 
Rats each year cost the people of Hampton County an estimated $200,000.00. This 
is in addition to the deadly diseases which they spread and the annoyance of 
having these pests on your premises. 
The poison which wil be used, is harmless to people and domestic animals, if used 
properly, but has proven deadly effective on rats in the control campaigns which 
have been conducted by the U. s. Fish and V/ildlife Service for a number of years. 
The bait wil be prepared on campaign day and put up in 3-pound packages, which 
is the amount needed to bait the rats in the average home or on the farm. Complete 
instructions for using the bait wil be furnished with each package. Watch the 
newspapers for further details. 
In order to mix the proper amount of bait we must know in advance the number of 
people who wish to participate. If you wish to get rid of the rats around your 
premises, place your order with this office before Monday, January 26. If you can't contact this office, place your order with any of the people whose name 
appears bn the atached sheet. 
Bait wil be prepared only for those who request it by Monday, January 26. 
You wil be notified by mail exactly when and where to obtain your bait. 
Rats travel from farm to farm; encourage your neighbor to secure bait, tooJ Why don't you see al your neighbors and let's get al the rats in your community. 
REMEMBER THE DAY, MONDAY, JANUARY 26, 1948 
TELL YOUR NEIGHBOR! COHTACT US! 
~'7J/fi;Jt,W 
Annie N. Rogers, Home Demonstration Agent 
x~~0~-J. ~. Anthony, ; County Agent. / 
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COUMITTEE TO ACCEPI' RAT CAHPAIGl APPLICATIONS 
Mrs. Frank McClure Varnvile 
Mrs. c. E. Cope Yemassee 
Mrs. Abe Goethe Hopewel 
Mrs. M. L. Causey Furman 
Mrs. L. E. Hanna, Sr. Gifford 
Mrs. E, L. Wiliams Lena 
Mrs. Gladys Tebeau Varnvile 
Mrs. R. E. Plats Hickory Grove 
Mrs. John Hiers, Sr. Crocketvilc 
Mrs. H. W. Thames Red Hil 
Mrs. L, Roy Armsdorf Garnet 
Mrs. Jack Hiers Brunson 
Mrs. B. C. Foy Early ~ranch 
Mrs. LeRoy Mixson Cummings 
J.C. Dogget Brunson E. H. Boland Hampton 
R. W. Davis Varnvile 
H. Garvin Early Branch J. H. Grayson Yemassee 
V. M. Epting Estil 
J.M. Black Furman 
Mrs. J. E. Fennel Crocketvile 
Mrs. Effie Sauls Miley 
L. s. Long Brunson 
Cecil Brunson Hampton A. J, DeLoach, Jr, Estil 
J. M. Wright Varnvile 
G. F. Miley Yemassee 
Rev. T. L. Heath Varnvile 
Rev. W. J. Swindel Varnvile 
Rev. 0, S. Ulmer Brunson 
Rev. Truman Brown Estil 
Rev. J. C. Inabinet Estil 
Rev. c. w. Jones Estil 
Rev. Frank Fisher Varnvile 
Rev. J. K. Johnston Estil 
Rev. N. W. Terry Hampton 
Rev. Philip Terry Har.ipton 
Rev. Herman Anderson Brunson 
Rev. W. J. Anderson Brunson 
Rev. J. A. Ruffin Hampton 
Rev. ~. P. Chewning Hampton 
S. A. Wolfe Hampton 
J. Kermit Barnes Hampton 
H. Q. Foster Hampton 
Miss Helen G. Fletcher Garnet 
I. B. Ruffin 
B. F. Hazel 
Herbert Brooks 
?hilip Seabrook 
Clarence Walker 
G. U. Hickson F. H. Glover 
rl. c. Cain 
D. H. Brown 
'rhomas Dixon 
Annie Mac Taylor 
Aleen Odom 
Eunice Kinard 
Albertha Gilison 
Alice Inabinet 
Leon Thomas 
Thelma Moffit 
Nelie Gaylord 
Ruth Thompson 
Marie B. Eady 
Charlote Walace 
Rebecca Thompson 
l.umissa Aiken 
J.C. James 
Hesser Lee Harrison 
Ophelia Joyner 
RUlnela Bush Jenny n. Saxon 
Mabel Bowers 
Carolyn Brooks 
Rev. E. A. Johnson 
RGv, Hitchel 
Rev. Sam Hudson 
R~v. L. W. Ylhi te 
Rev. E. ~ioods 
Rev. Maj or Alston 
Rev. Sam Brunson 
Rev. Kimbrel 
COLORED 
Brunson 
Hampton 
Varnvile 
Yemassee 
Gifford 
Estil 
Furman 
Garnet 
Brighton 
Mil Stream 
Blake (Estil 
Goodwil (Luray) 
Thompson (Estil) Scotia 
Luray 
Lawton Bay 
Macedonia 
New Hope (Crocketvile) 
Mt. Pleasant (Miley) 
Shirley (Garnet) 
Sand Hil (Garnet) 
Cherry Grove 
Plats (Brunson) 
Varnvile 
Camp Branch 
Red Hil 
Jackson Branch 
Penn Branch 
Early Branch 
Luray 
Varnvile 
Yemassee 
Brunson 
Garnet 
Lena 
Estil 
Brunson 
Furrnan 
APPLICATION FOR RAT POISON 
Name Address ------------------ ----------------
Community ---------------No. Packages Desired ----------
(Fil out above application and send to one of the above listed people or to 
the county agent~' ~ffice before January 26, 1948) 
Hampton County 
On the folowing pages wil be found specimen copies 
of press articles published during they ar. 
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FLASHES FROM COUNTY AGENT, J.C. ANTHONY'S MONTHLY REPORT 
FEBRUARY, 1948 
Permanent Pastures 
Page ~0 
Two f;:irners were assisted during the month of February in establishing 
permanent pastures, using Fescue as the principal grass and Kobe Lespedeza 
for the legume. Another farmer was assisted in strengthening his pasture 
planted last fal, by adding lcspedeza.o 
Forestry 
Extension Forester, w. J. Barker, assisted the county agent by inspecting and 
advising Grover F. Bowers and Sons of Lurey-with reference to their forestry 
problems. 
To date orders have been placed from Hampton County for 12.51000 slash pine 
seedlings for delivery next winter. Any-farmer w.i.shi:ng to place orders for 
pine seedlings for delivery in the fal and w.i.nter., contact J0 Co Anthony-, 
county agent. 
The mater of growing pines on our cut-over and lay-out land is becoming 
recognized as a profitable business. Many- real estate sales in recent years 
have shown the value of this., and more and more farmers and real estate men are 
practicing planting pines~ 
Pulpwood is being harvested from pines planted in the county 12 to 15 years ago 
cmd farmers are receiVing nice profits therefrom. If they can bo obtained,11 
Hampton County farmers are expected to plant more than a milion pines this 
coming season. 
Hampton Couniu Page {p / 
Tractor Rei)a i.r School 
This sr.hool was held on Friday, February 27, at Estil, under the direction of 
Mr. R. L. Wilis., with 30 farmers and tractor operators in atenda.rico, One 
large plantation owner was heard to sey that next year he planned to have 
every tractor driver on his farm present0 
This work is appreciated by al tractor men who take advantage of it and has 
been a worthwhile project in this coun-cy 0 
Wat1'rmelons 
Two 5-acre wilt·resistant watermelon demonstrations and another 1-acre vo.riety 
test have been arranged for 1948. This is an effort w have practical 
demonstrations showing the best strains and varieties of melons in cooperation 
With the Watermelon Growers Improvement Association0 
Improved Seed Corn 
Interest continues to increase in improved seed corno More 1-zy-brid is being 
planted this year than ever before. Most of this wil be hogged-off during 
the late summer or early fal., Also farmers are stil trying to secure a 
good corn for production and storage purposes in this sectiono A number of 
varieties are being tested this year. 
4-H Club fork 
The Hopewel 1.i-H Club was met with and the mater of the Fat Stock Show for 
Hampwn County discussed. Members of the club appointed a commitee to meet 
with the Delegation and report back to the club at the next m ting. 
The 4-H Recreational Institute, sponsored by the county and hone demonstration 
agents., was held at Davis Swimming Pool on February 27 2nd 28, with an 
atendance of approximately 1500 
Hampton County 
TIMELY ADVICE TO WATERMELON GROWERS 
By 
J. Co Anthony, County Agent 
Page 0~ 
Quality melons is the keynote of the 1948 South Carolina Watermelon 
Program. Growers who produce quality melons wil be able to sel their crop 
and make some money, while growers who produce poor quality melons wil find 
it hard to sel their melons at any priceo 
Keep the folowing points in mind for the production of ,quality melons 
in 1948: 
10 Good Seed: The foundation for the production of quality melons is good 
seed. Be sure to plant seed of known origin. If you folow the practice of 
saving your seed, do not save them over too long a period, because your seed 
may begin to run out and white he art may show up. 
2. Mice Control: Use poison bait for control of field miceo They destroy 
the seed at planting time and also the bearing plants~ 
30 Seed Treatment: Treat seed with Semesan as one step in the control of 
Anthracn0se and to be assured of a beter standg 
4.. Rotation: Plant melons on the same soil only once every 8 to 10 years 
for control of Fusarium Wiltg If necessary to plant melons on same soil more 
often, use a wilt resistant variety as· Blacklee0 
5. Soil and Fertilizert Select a fertile wel drained saney loam type of 
soil., Use at least Boo pounds of a .5-10-5 or 4-10-6 fertilizer per acre0 
More fertilizer with a higher potash content would not hurt, if available. Use 
potash in your side dressingo Potash gives beter cuting quail ty to melons., 
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FLASHF.S FROM THE COUNTY AGENT'S OFFICE 
Plant A Home Garden 
Food Situation Is Serious 
Unfavorable weather has delayed planting of many commercial truck 
and vegetable crops O It also has done great damage to crops that have 
been plantedo This indicates that these food crops may be scarce and 
costly. 
Every family who has a garden spot should plant vegetables for 
tl:ieir home usee By so doing they wil have the food at home without 
having to bey from the marketso This wil help the wor1d food shortage 
by pernri ting more of the connnercial crop to go on the markets. 
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RAT EXTERMINATION CAMPAIGN IN HAMPTON COUNTY 
A campaign to deal the rats of Hampton County a death blow is now under way• 
Everybody is urged to take part in this rat eradication campaign so that 
ma:ximum control may be secured. 
Rats, aacy year, cost the people of Hampton County an estimated $200,000.00. 
This is in addition to the deadly diseases such as Typhus, Tularemia, Trichinosis, Rat-Bite Fever, ~ubronic Plague, Food Poisoning, Spirochetal 
Jaundice., etc. which are spread by rats. 
Fortified Red Squil, the poison which wil b used, is harmless to people 
and domestic animals, if properly used, but has proven deadly effective on 
rats in the control campaigns which have been conducted by the u. s. Fish 
and Wildlife Service for a number of years. The bait wil be prepared on 
campaign day and put up in 3 pound packages, which is the amount needed to 
bait the rats on the average farm and in the home. Complete instructions for using the bait wil be furnished with each package. The cost of a 
package of bait is $1.00, which is a prety smal price to pay for the relief 
that wil be obtained. 
In order to mix the proper amount of bait we must know in advance the number 
of p ople who wish to secure a package of bait. Therefore, if you wish to talce an active part in geting rid of these harmful pests, fil in the blank provided in this paper and send it along with $1.00 for ach package desired to the county agents I office by Monday, January 26. If you do not have. the 
blank form, send in your name, comnnini ty and dolar a:nyway o 
Bait wil be prepared only for those who send in orders by January 26. 
The bait wil be distributed to local community centers, the names of which wil appear in the next issue of this paper. 
Since rats travel from home to home, it is urged that al residents, rural 
and urban, secure this rat poison andput it out on the same night it is received0 
This campaign is sponsored by Clemson Colege Extension Service and al other County, Stat and Federal Agencies in the county. 
APPLICATION FOR RAT POISON 
Name Address ------------- ---------------
CoilIIlnity ---------No. Packages Desired -----------
Amount Enclosed$ ~ -------
l 
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FROM THE COUNTY AGENT1S OFFICE 
BOLL WEEVIL SURVIVAL 
The Pee Dee Experiment Station says there are just as many adult weevils alive 
now as there was at this time last year, so we might as wel prepare for the 
batlel 
Farmers, although late planting, have some very good stands of coton and a 
chance to make a normal crop with favorable weasons from now on. That is 
provided they prepare to combat the bol weevils properly. 
Much progress has been made with bol weevil poisoning since World War II and 
it has been demonstrated throughout the coton belt that the pests can be 
controled. 
Many farmers vd.11 continue to use the 1-1-1 liquid method which has given 
desired results through past years, when properly applied, where smal coton 
is first infested, and some calcium arsenate wil stil be applied as a dust., 
however, more efficient chemicals as BHC, Chlordane, Toxaphene, ani DDT dusts 
and sprays wil be used by most of our progressive farmers. 
It might be wise for farmers to discuss this mater with their county agents 
and get the opinion of the Extension Entomologists and Agronomists on the 
subject, and make arrangements with their dealers for their supplies of poison 
innnediately because the time to begin poisoning is only a few weeks off0 
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ANTHONY WAANS FARMERS OF HOG CHOLERA DANGER 
"High wat r times" are always danger times for livestock dis ases, and this 
is especialy true of hog chol ra. 
There are several serious outbreaks in the county at present and farmers should 
be sure to innoculate their animals properly to insuro against ito Farmers 
can get· prompt veterinary service by applying to the county agent's office. 
SUGGESTIONS FOR MEETING SERIOUS FARM CROP PROBLEMS CAUSED BY RAIN 
Rains and wet soils have delayed farm work until it has reached serious 
proportions. Prospects for Irish potato and other truck production is about 
25% of normal. The smal grain crop is not more than 35% of normal and. 
practicaly nothing has been accomplished towards planting corn and coton. 
What is the answt!tr? Every farmer must decide for himself how h wil meet this 
emergency, but·here ar~ some suggestions for consideration. 
1. Put al emphasis possible on livestock and the production of grazing 
crops. Grain sorghums as Hegari1 and Combine Milo are especialy recommended 
for this purpose. 
2 •. Save labor by making more corn on less acreage, using the method of 
planting and fertilizing recommended by the Clemson Agronomists. This practice 
wil double the yield and requires only half the labor to produce the cropo 
3~ Don't overplant coton. Plant what you have labor to tend, and use 
fertilizer liberaly. Prepare to combat bol weevils in time0 
4~ Consider supplementing your crop with peanuts, but don't ov rplant. 
Only high yielding crops are profitable. 
5. Consider soy beans and sweet potatoes as supplemental cash crops. 
• 
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ANNOUNCERt Each year farmers of the South suffer losses that run into milions of dolars 
from parasites on li.vestock••••oThe~e parasites prey on livestock, both • 
externaly and internalyoo••oThey cause unthriftiness, ilness, and mey kil 
the animals,0,0.They prevent them from responding to feed and thereby cause a 
waste of feed and a great loss to farmers at the markets. 
With us todey, we have county agent, J, c. Anthony, from Hampton, South Carolina, 
and Seney DeLoach, president of the Hopewel !i-H Club in Hampton County, to 
discuss preventives and treatments of livestock as an insurance against these 
losses. 
Mr. Anthony, you mey take over0 
ANTHONY: Thank you Mro King, and good morning everyonel 
It wil soon be springtime in Georgia and the Carolinaa000 06! can already see 
tender grass a~d clover appearing in the fields and pastures •• 0•0Soon it wil be 
tal enough to graze ••••• Yet, despite the fact that a supplement of grain 
and good hey is fed, many of the animals wil not faten as they shouldooooo 
Why? ••••• The answer -parasites. 
I want to introduce Sonny DeLoach, who is president of the Hopewel 4-H Livestock 
Club, and let him tel you how the boys and girls of his club are solving their 
parasite problemso,oooSonny, how many, calves are being fed out in your club for 
the show this year? 
----------------~-----
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DELOACH:: Eleven. 
ANTHONY: You have some members feeding out hogs too? 
DELOACH: Yes, and we also have some members raising poultry. 
ANTHONY: That is right000 . Poultry needs atention the same as livestock., but tel us 
what p~rasite is most noticeable now in your catle. 
DELOACH:, I would say catle grubs. 
ANTHONY: Wel, what do you do to destroy them? 
DEWACH: We use a Rotenone dust and rub it in. 
ANTHONY: That is a good remedy, especialy where you have only a few tame catl to 
treat ••••• But I want to give you a formula for spraying reco:mnended by our 
Extension livestock specialists. 
Formula for Spreys 
Take 7½ pounds of 5 percent rotenone (or its equivalent to contain .o4 percent 
rotenone) bearing powder0 
And 100 galons of water• 
The amount generaly needed is 1 galon per animal9 
No weting agent is needed if spray is applied with a power sprayer equipped 
with a suitable agitator. 
DELOACH: Mro Anthoey1 how ofteri should the calves be treated for grubs? 
-'.NTHONY: For the mo st economical control they should be treated at 30 day intervals, 
but so long as grubS' appear on the animals back., the treatments should be 
at 2-week intervals. 
DEWACH~ Another parasite that we have plenty of trouble with is LICE. 
ANTHONY: What control measures do you use for them? 
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DELOACHt We use DDT spreys: and also rotenone dusts. 
AN.l'HONY: What about Benzene hexachloride? 
DELOACH: Our Extension livestock specialists tel us that it is effective, but that it is 
stil in the experimental stage and that the use should be restricted to beef 
animals and not in excess of 00o6-percent gamma isomer. 
ANTHONY: I believe spraying., dippi.l'lg or dusting with rotenone in the catle grub 
operation wil prevent lice provided the coverage is thorough. 
What about louse cont1'"ol on your hogs., Sonny? 
DELOACH: We just spray with lo5 percent DDT when lice appear., using one pound wetable 
pqwder in 4 galons of water~ 
Also we find crankcase oil very satisfactory to control hog lice• 
ANTHONY: I wil also add ~hat for sheep and goats., a  002 percent DDT dust_ or spray vti.11 
also control lice and tickso••ooA thorough coverage is necessary. 
DELOACH: How about flies and homilies, Mr. Anthony?80o 80They are about the worst pests 
we have during the spring and summer0 
ANTHONY: In consideration of the control of external parasites of catle, recommendations 
should not be limited to any one species of insect ••••• For instance, it has been 
pointed out by various Federal and State workers that effective hornfly control 
by the use of DDT wil also control some other parasites. 
It is also realized that different methods of application wil be used and that 
concentration of DDT sprays and the amount of material may vary with the method 
of applicationo-oo.oOn the average stock farm the materials wil be applied by 
hand sprayers and smal power sprayersoe ••• some operators wil use dipping vats 
and large power sprayers. 
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Hornflies 
Water-dispersible powder is the preferred form of material for use in hornfly 
contro1 •••• 0DDT wetable powder has been found to be economical and effective 
under a wide variety of conditions, and no toxic symptoms have been observed in 
treated animals ••••• A good oil emulsion, properly formulated and mixed, can be 
used00 •• 0At present, however, it is difficult to designate specific emulsions 
for general use. 
The concentration of DDT ani the quantity to use per animal depend upon the 
method of application and local. conditions.oooeit has been found by research and 
extension workers in the Southeast that the most practical and effective 
concentration for this area is 1.5-percent DDT (1 pound to 4 galons of water) ••• 
The quantity of spray necessary to wet an animal. thoroughly wil depend upon the 
breed and size of the animal and the method of application.00 •• The quantity of 
spray wil average from ~ to 105 pints per head0 
Other Flies 
DDT spray~, when applied to livestock, are considered in-effective in the 
control of the stablefly, but this peat can be controled by spraying barns, 
sheds, and other resting placeso 
For the control of stableflies and houseflies on the farm, sprays containing 
2.5-percent (made by mi:xing 2 pounds of wetable powder, containing SO-percent of 
DDT to 5 galons of water) should be applied to the interiors of barns, sheds, 
and other resting places of the flies ••••• These sprays are best applied by smal 
power sprayers or knapsack sprayers, completely weting the interior surf aces 
without appreciable run-offoeoooThe pressure of power sprayers should be 
regulated to about 100 pounds to avoid rebound of the spray a11d consequent 
waste ••••• spreyi.ng of water cups, mangers, and feed should be avoided. 
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DDT has not been found effective in the control of horseflies and deer flieseo .. 
However, research workers report some progress in the control of these pests 
with some of the new insecticides. 
DEI.OACH:; How about internal parasites of livestock? 
ANTHONY: Phenothiazine is used for the removal of worms. First I'l discuss its use 
in horses. 
Phenothiazine, certain]y the most effective drug for controling strongylosi~, 
may be safely administered to animals of average size in doses of 30 gram:, 
(about l ounce) in capsulas, boluses, prepared suspensions, or in feed••••oA 
good system consists in administering 5 grams daily in feed for six consecutive 
deys, or until a therapeutic dose has been given0.ooo 
Ih catle 
Doses of 10 grams (about 1/3 ounce) per 100 pounds of body weight are effective 
for removing common stomach worms;; round worms of the smal intestine and 
nodular worms ••••• Larger doses are required for the removal of smal round worms 
found in the abomasum or fourth stomachoooooSince this later species occurs 
widely and is capable of severe damage to calves., doses of 20 grams (about 2/3 oun 
for each estimated hundredweight are generaly recommendedeooooThe total dose, 
however, should not exceed 60 grams, or about 2 ounces000•0The drug is 
administered·as stated above for horses0 
DEWACH: What about the treatment of hogs for worms? 
ANTHONYi The most effective treatment against large roundworms is sodium flouride~•••• 
This chemical. is given in dry, ground feed, at a concentration of 1-pereent by 
weight for a period of 1 day ••••• It should not be given in garbage, slops, m.ilkg 
wet feed, or in capsulesoo•ooThere should be no fasting or purgation, but the 
animals should be accustomed to the feed in which the chemical. is given and be 
slightly underfed the day before treatment ••••• Softening of feces and occasional 
vomiting are sometimes caused by the treatment but the effects are transitory000•0 
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The treatment should not be given to pigs exhibiting symptoms of 
gastroenteritis, or to piggy sowso 
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The frequency of treatment necessary to achieve the best control of large 
roundworms has not been determined ••••• on the basis of limited e:xperiments., 
and taking into account the cycle of the parasite as wel as the desirability 
of infrequent use of a potential.J.y toxic chemical., it mey be adequate to treat 
shortly after weaning and again about two months later0 
For the treatment of tapeworms in sheep., lead arsenate, about which more needs 
to be known, has given good results against tapewonna both in the field a.rd 
e:xperimentaly ••••• Its high efficiency and beneficial effects on tapeworm -
infested lambs and kids make it appear that this mey become the treatment of 
\ 
choice ••••• Doses up to 1 gram for lambs, kids, sheep, and goats have been givenoo• 
The, dose may conveniently be given in a No. 13 gelatin capsuleo 
Now., Sonny, suppose you give us something on screwworm control. 
DELOACHt Wel, Mr. Anthony., Smear 62 is available and should continue to be used ... 
Smear 82 is equaly effective ••••• These treatments should be applied to uninfested 
animals to prevent infestations00 ••• Infested animals should be treated twice a 
week until healed. 
In addition to control of infested stock, emphasis should be placed on 
inspection and treatment of infested animals shipped north or west from 
infested areas. 
ANTHONY: There is one more parasite that seems to be on the increase in the low­
country section of South Carolina ••••• That is the various species of ticks 
that infest the woods0 
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The Gulf Coast and Lone Star tick can be controled by sprayso•o•oDDT 
sprays at concentrations of 2~5 percent or lower are not completely effective 
against engorged forms, but concentrations as low as 0075 percent thoroughzy 
applied wil kil fiat stages and wil provide 2 and 3 weeks I protection 
against reinfestation ••••• However, benzene hexachloride at a concentration of 
0.025-percent gamma isomer kils al stages of ticks•ooo.Research results 
indicate a kil of al stages and 2 to 3 week protection when animals are 
treated with o.75 percent or more DDT in combination, with 0.02,-percent gamma 
isomer BHC00 •• 0At present, BHC or combinations of this insecticide with 
other materials are stil considered in the experimental stage ••••• Any use of 
BHC at present should be restricted to beef animals not producing milk for 
human consumption0 
ANNOUNCER: Thank you Mr. J. Co Anthony and Sonny DeLoachooooeI am sure maey farmers w.i.l 
appreciate this timely information on controling livestock parasites. 
Next Saturdc3iY Miss Annie N. Rogers, Hampton County Home Demonstration 
Agent wil present the programu O o o Be Sure to listen0 
The Good Neighbor Extension Service Program presented 10:15 A. M. 
each Saturday morning is authorized by the Clemson Colege Extension 
Service, in cooperation with the u. So Department of Agriculture0 
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